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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is in two parts. The first part consists of chapters 
1-4 and the second part is chapter 5. In the first part we consider the 
idea of approximating pieces of orbits by a single orbit. There are 
many examples of such properties (approximation property(A.P.) see 
chapter one, definitions 1.2, 1.4), (Specification property (S.P.),[24]), 
(pseudo orbit tracing property (P.D.T.P.) [25] and definition 4.1). 
In chapter one, we show that (A.P.) for a homeomorphism (flow) is 
equivalent to topological transitivity and density of periodic points 
and how this property (A.P.) is invariant under topological conjugacy. 
In theorem 1 we prove that an expansive homeomorphism which is topol-
ogically mixing and has P.O.T.P. also has the S.P. 
In chapter two, theorem 2, we prove that the P.D.T.P. for flows is 
invariant under topological conjugacy with preserved orientation (velocity 
changes). Also we prove in theorem 3 that the suspension flow [2] for a 
homeomorphism T:X + X has P.D.T.P. if and only if T has the P.D.T.P. 
In chapter three, we prove that an expansive flow which has the 
P.O.T.P. is topologically stable (Theorem 4). 
In chapter four, the last theorem in this part is that every flow 
without fixed points on a compact manifold M which is topologically 
stable has the P.D.T.P. Then some important corollaries are deduced. 
In the second part of this thesis, we define an I-hyperbolic toral 
automorphism A:Tn + Tn to be a hyperbolic toral automorphism whose its 
matrix [A] of integers has irreducible characteristic polynomial over 
the field of rational numbers. A codimension 1 hyperbolic toral auto-
morphism is an example of an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism. Let 
w: (W~) denote the stable (unstable) manifold at D and N(A) set of 
normal points with respect to A. We prove for any two codimension 1 
hyperbolic toral automorphisms A, B of Tn that 
(a) N(A) = N(B) => W: = w:' W~ = w~ and AB = BA; 
(b) AB = BA ==> AN(B) = N(B) ==> AW: = W: ==> AB = BA. 
Finally, some interesting applications are given. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The idea of approximating pieces of orbits by a single 
orbit with a certain uniformity is one of the most important 
dynamical properties of axiom A maps and of hyperbolic flows 
(Anosov flows). There are many examples of such properties 
(i) 
which have recently been studied in ergodic theory and statistical 
mechanics, the first and simplest idea of such properties is 
the approximation property (see chapter one, definitions 1.2, 1.4) 
and we show how this property for a homeomorphism (flow) is 
equivalent to the definition of topological transitivity a~~ 
density of periodic pointso Since the topological transitivity 
property invariant under topological conjugacy (in particular 
velocity changes) for a flow ¢, so is the approximation property. 
Moreover, after giving definition 1.6 (suspension flow of a 
homeomorphism) it is clear that the suspension flow of a homeo-
morphism T:X ~ X under a continuous map f:X ~ R > 0 has the 
approximation property. In fact the suspension flows are important. 
examples of flows whose behaviour resemble that of homeomorphisms. 
The second example of such a property, which is stronger than 
the above property, is the speoifioation property (definitions 
1.7,1.9) [24], [3], [4]. This property has been used in [24], 
[4], [21], [22] and [23]. In proposition 1.3 we show that the 
suspension flow of a homeomorphism T:X ~ X under any 
cOflSttlttt.:"fi map f: X ~ R > 0 never satisfies the specification 
(ii) 
property even if T has the specification property. The third 
property, which is the most important, is the tracing of pseudo 
orbits for a homeomorphism; that is, after applying a homeo-
morphism T to the point xi with a small perturbation to xi +1 one 
allows an orbit say {Tix} to give a perturbation for this sequence 
{x.}. As we know necessary conditions for the specification 
1 
property are topologically mixing and density of periodic pOints 
([24], proposition 2), so one can say that the tracing of pseudo 
orbits is in some sense weaker property than the specification 
property. Many important results can be deduced from the pseudo 
orbit tracing property. P. Walters [25] shows that a subshift 
has this property (P.O.T.P.) if and only if it is of finite type; 
that this property together with expansiveness [1] implies 
topological stability; and~h~~ the topologically stable homeo-
morphisms on a manifold of dimension ~ 2 have the pseudo orbit 
tracing property. Also in this thesis we proved in chapter one 
theorem 1, that an expansive homeomorphism which is topologically 
mixing has pseudo orbit tracing property also has the specification 
property. Therefore the topological entropy of such a homeo-
morphism is positive. 
Smale's axiom A flows are those where the nonwandering set 
n is hyperbolic and n is the closure of the set of periodic 
orbits. For studying the topological stability of such flows 
in this work, the technical ide~ needed is .the approximating of 
pieces of orbits by a single orbit. This is called the pseudo 
orbit traaing property for flows, and the idea to approximate 
(iii) 
pieces of orbits each of time length ~ 1 (i.e. (~tx.) ,t. ~ 1) 
1 O~t~t. 1 
1 
with the extra property ~t.xi is close to x i +1 by an orbit say 
1 
(~tZ) t€R' so that ~tZ is close to ~tXi for 0 ~ t ~ ti (definitions 
1.10, 2.1). This important technique has been used in [10], 
[12], [13] and [14]. In this thesis we are going to show the 
pseudo orbit tracing property and topological stability for a 
flows are related. 
In chapter two, the definition of pseudo orbit tracing 
00 
property with respect to time a > 0 (i.e., the chain ({x.} , 1 _00 
00 {ti}_oo) has the property ti ~ a for all i € Z) is given 
(definitions 2.1, 2.2) and we show in proposition 2.2 that a 
flow ~ has the pseudo orbit tracing property with respect to 
time a > 0 if and only if has pseudo orbit tracing property 
with respect to time 1. In theorem 2, we prove that this property 
(pseudo orbit tracing property) is invariant under topological 
conjugacy with preserved orientation, in particular velocity 
changes. Also we prove in theorem 3 that the suspension flow 
for a homeomorphism T:X ~ X under a continuous map f:X ~ R > 0 
has the pseudo orbit tracing property if and only if T has the 
pseudo orbit tracing property. This is one reason why the pseudo 
orbit tr~cing property for flows is important to study. 
In chapter three, another property is needed (expansiveness 
[2]) which is also a property of hyperbolic flows and we prove 
in theorem 4 that an expansive flow which has the pseudo orbit 
(iv) 
tracing property is topologically stable. Moreover in theorem 
5 we show that if the perturbation flow in the statement of 
theorem 4 is also expansive, then the conjugating map which 
makes the given flow in theorem 4 topologically stable is 
injective. 
In chapter four, we study when topological stability for 
a flow implies the pseudo orbit tracing property. For this 
we need to define a finite pseudo orbit tracing property for 
flows (definition 4.1). This idea is important because it is 
easier to check that a flow has the finite pseudo orbit tracing 
property than the (infinite) pseudo orbit tracing property. 
So because of this we prove in proposition 4.1 that every flow 
without fixed pOints having the finite pseudo orbit tracing 
property also has the pseudo orbit tracing property (i.e. 
infinite pseudo orbit tracing property). The last important 
theorem in this chapter is that every flow without fixed points 
on a compact manifold M which is topologically stable has the 
pseudo orbit tracing property. Using this work particularly 
chapters 2, 3 and 4 one can show that the topological stability 
property for flows is invariant under topological conjugacy 
with preserved orientation, in particular velocity changes. 
Finally, P. Walters' work [25] together with this thes~ 
shows that if ~ is the suspension flow of a homeomorphism 
T on a compact manifold M under a continuous map f:M + R > 0, 
then 
(i) T is topologically stable if ~ is topologically 
stable. 
(ii) ~ is topologically stable if dimension of M ~ 2 and 
T is topologically stable. 
(v) 
The references for chapters 1 - 4 occur after chapter 4. 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The most important - dynamical property is 
to approximate simultaneously a family of pieces of orbits by 
an orbit. Since there are many ideas of such approximations 
we are going to show how these approximations are related to each 
other. 
1.2. TOPOLOGICALLY TRANSITIVE AND APPROXIMATION PROPERTY 
X will always denote a compact metric space with metric d 
and T:X ~ X will always be a homeomorphism unless otherwise 
stated. A point x € X is said to be a periodic point of T if 
Tnx = x for some n 1 O. The least such positive n with this 
property will be called the period of x under T. 
Definition 1.1. 
T:X ~ X is topologically transitive if there exists a point 
x € X such that the orbit of x (\Tnxl: is dense in X. [26], [27]. 
Theorem (cf [26] Theorem (5.4» 
The following are equivalent: 
1. T is topologically transitive. 
2. TE = E, E is closed, E 1 X ==> E is nowhere dense. 
3. If U,V are non-empty open sets then there exists an 
integer n such that Tn U n V 1 ¢. 
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4. '{x € X: closure of the orbit of x is not X} is a set of 
first category. 
By a string A = [a,b] we mean a finite set of consecutive 
integers' {a,a + 1, ... ,b}. By a piece of orbit we mean a set 
'{ i Tx: x € X, i € A}. 
Definition 1.2. 
(X,T) has the approximation property (A.P.) if for every 
E > ° and any integer k > 1 and for any sequence of points 
k {xi}O in X and for any set of strings A. = [a.,b.], i = 0,1, .•. ,k ~ ~ ~ 
with a i +1 - bi ~ 1, i = 0,1, ... ,k-1, there is a periodic point 
z € X of period p > bk-ao and a sequence of integers {di}~ with 
do = 0 sach that d(Tjidi , Tjxi ) < E for j € Ai' i = 0,1,2, ... ,k. 
(This definition does not depend on the choice of metric d.) 
Proposition 1.1. 
(X,T) satisfies the approximation property if and only if 
the periodic points are dense and T is topologically transitive. 
Proof: Assume (X,T) has A.P., obvious that the periodic points 
are dense. Let V and U be any two non-empty open sets such that 
Xo € V and xl € U and take E small enough such that the neighbour-
hood of Xo of radius E is contained in V and the neighbourhood of 
xl of radius E is contained in U, consider the strings Ao = {O}, 
A1 ='{1} with two points x , 
o 
Using the hypothesis there 
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l+w is a pOint z and an integer w such that dCz,x
o
) < E and d(T z,x1 )<E. 
l+w -l-w So z € V and T z € U implies TUn V 1~. Conversety, assume 
the periodic points are dense in X and T is topologically trans-
itive. Given E > ° and an integer k > 1 and a set of strings 
Ai = [ai,b i ], i = 0,1, ... ,k with a i +1 - b i ~ 1, i = 0,1, •.. ,k-1. 
Let E' < E have the pr.operty that d(x,y) < E' implies 
i i d(T x,T y) < E/2 for i = ao,a
o 
+ 1, ... ,bk and for every x, y € X 
and let z' € XbeSlLChthat orbit of z' is dense in X. Without loss 
of generality assume d(z' ,xo ) < E' ,it i&clea.h.. that there is a 
. k d. 
sequence of positive integers {di }l such that d(T 1 Z ' 'Xi) < E', 
i = 1,2, ••. ,k. Since the periodic points are dense, choose z to 
be a periodic point near Zl such that d(Tiz,Tiz,) < E/2 for 
k 
i = aO,a1+1 , .•. ,bk + E d .. Hence by taking d = ° we have j=l J 0 
o 
Let (X,d) be a compact metric space and ¢:X x R ~ X be a 
continuous flow on X (i.e., ¢ is continuous and ¢(x,t+s) = 
~(¢(x,t),s)). Let ¢t denote the homeomorphism of X defined by 
¢t(x) = ¢(x,t). A point x € X is said to be a periodic pOint for 
¢ if ¢tX = x for some real number t 1 0. The least such positive 
t with this property will be called the period of x under ¢. If 
¢tX = x for every real number t, then x will be called a fixed 
point under ¢. 
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Definition 1.3.· 
A flow ¢:X x R ~ X is topologically transitive if there 
exists a point x E X such that the orbit of x ((¢tx)tER) is 
dense in X. [11] 
It is well known that ¢ is topologically transitive if and 
only if for every non-empty open sets U, V and for every r > 0, 
there exists t ~ r such that ¢-t U n V 1 ¢. [llJ 
Definition 1.4. 
A flow ¢ on a compact metric space X has approximation 
property (A.P.) if for every E > 0 and any integer n > 1 and foreve~~ 
{ }n-l. { }n pCLi'l. ~ $e~l1.Ces riO ' ti 0 with r i > 0, ti ~ 0 of real numbers 
and for every sequence {xi}~ of points in X, there exists a 
n n-l 
periodic point Z E X of period p > E ti + E r i and a continuous 
o o 
map a from a closed interval [O,P] onto itself with aCO) = 0, 
a(P) = P such that 
k-l k-l 
E t. + 
~ 
o 
In this definition we assumed that 
L r. ~ 
~ 
o 
b 
L ( )i 
i=a 
t ~ 
0 ~ 
= 0 
k 
Lt. + 
~ 
o 
K ~ n. 
for b 
and this will be a standard notation throughout this work. 
k-l 
< 
L r. 
~ 
o 
a 
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Proposition 1.2. 
Let ¢ be a flow on a compact metric space. Then ¢ satisfies 
the approximation property if and only if the periodic points are 
dense and ¢ is topologically transitive. 
Proof: Assume ~ has A.P.,i-t.isci.e.Cl.1\.. that the periodic points are 
dense. Now let U,V be two non-empty open sets and r > 0. Let 
xO,x1 be two points in V, U respectively, take E > ° such that 
d(y,xO) < E implies y ~ V, d(y,x1 ) < E implies y E U. Now, let 
r > ° be a real number, to = t1 = 0, take the two points 
x
o
' ¢_rx1. Then there exists a periodic point z of period p > r 
and a continuous map a:[O,P] ~ [O,P] with a(O) = 0, a(P) = P 
such that d(z,xO) < E, d(¢a(r)z,x1) < E, where [O,P] is a closed 
interval in R. Hence z E'V and z €¢ (r) U implies ¢ ()U n V :f: ¢. 
-a -a r 
ConverseZy~ assume the periodic points are dense and ¢ topologically 
transitive. lI~ke E > 0, n > 1 integer, and sequences of real 
'{ }n-1. { }n '{ }n numbers r i 0 ' ti 0 with r i > 0, ti ~ 0, and Xi 0 sequence 
of points in X. Choose 8' < E such that d(x,y) < 8' implies 
n n-l 
d(¢ x,¢ y) < 8/2 for all 0 ~ u ~ L t. + L r .. Since ¢ is 
u . U 1 1 
o 0 
topologically transitive, there exists Z E Y such that the orbit 
(¢tZ)tER is dense in X; there are AO,A1 , ..• ,A n real numbers 
(without loss of generality take AO : 0) such that d(¢A. z,xi ) < E' 
1 
for 0 ~ i ~ 
i-l 
Lt. + 
o J 
i-l 
Lr. 
o J 
n, therefore d[¢ +' z, U 1\. 
i 
Lt. + 
o J 
·11. 1.-
L r., 0 ~ 
o J 
~ x.l < 8/2 for U 1. 
i ~ n. Since the periodic 
points are dense, if we take 8" < 8 such that d(x,y) < 8" implies 
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d($ +' x,$ +' y) < E/2 for 0 ~ u ~ 
Ul\. Ul\. 
n 
~t. + 
Q J 
n-1 
~ r j • Choose a 
o 1 1 
n 
periodic point z, with period p > ~t. + 
o J 
n-1 
d(Z',Z) < E", therefore 
l: r. such that 
o J 
i-1 i i-1 
d[$ +A z',$ +A z] < E/2 for 
u i U i 
i-1 
~ t. + 
J 
~ rj ~ U ~ ~tj + E r j , all i. 
o o 0 o 
Hence 
i i-1 
d[$u+LZ' tf.. x ] 
1 ''i'u i < E 
i-1 
for ~ t. + 
o J 
i-1 
~ r. ~ 
J 
U ~ ~t. + 
o J 
l: r., 
J 
all i. 
o 
Now define a:[O,P] ~ [O,P] as follows: 
a (u) = u + Ai for 
i-1 
L t. + 
o J 
A. 
i-1 i 
l: r
J
. ~ u ~ ~ t. + 
o 0 J 
o 
i-1 
~ r j , 0 ~ i ~ 
o 
n· , 
i-1 
and a(u) 
r. + A. 1 
= 1 1+ 
r i 
1 (u 
i-1 i 
I:r j ) + I:t. + 
o 0 J 
~ r. + A. for 
J 1 
i i-1 
;tj + ~ r. 
n-1 0 
J 
n 
;tj + l: r. + A - p 0 J n 
and a(u) = (u-p) + p n n-1 
~t. + I: rj - p 
0 J 0 
Clearls a is continuous, aCO) = 0, aCP) 
i-1 i-1 i i-1 
L t. + I: r. ~ u ~ I:t. + I: r ., 0 ~ i ~ n J J J J 
0 0 0 0 
d[$ ( )z' ,$ x.] = a U U 1 d[$U+A Z',$ x.] i u 1 < E. 
o 
i i 
~ u ~ I:t. + ~r., 0 ~ i 
0 J o J 
n n-1 
for I:t. + I: r. ~ u ~ 
J J 
0 0 
= P and for 
we have 
o 
~ 
p. 
n-1 
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1.3. CHANGE OF VELOCITY AND SUSPENSION FLOWS. 
Definition 1.5. 
We recall that the two flows ¢ on X and ~ on Yare said 
to be conjugate if there is a homeomorphism A:X ~ Y mapping 
orbits of ~ onto orbits of W. 
Remark. 
Assume the flows ~ on X and ~ on Yare conjugate. A:X ~ Y 
is the conjugating homeomorphism. Now fix a point x E X and 
take A(¢tX)tER which is an orbit of W. If x is not periodic 
under ~, the map ax:R ~ R defined by A~tX = Wa (t)AX is aw~" 
x 
defined bijection map with ax(O) = O. ax is either strictly 
increasing or decreasing. Hence a is a homeomorphism of R. 
x 
If x is periodic. Let v be the smallest positive real number 
such that ~ x = x and also u be the smallest positive number 
v 
such that ~ AX = AX. It is clear that a :[O,v] ~ [O,u] or [-u,O] 
u x 
is cL well defined homeomorphism. Similarly cr can be defined on 
x 
[nv,(n+1)v] ~ [nu,(n+1)u] or [-(n+1)u,-nu] and so cr becomes a 
x 
homeomorphism of R with cr (0) = O. We call such a map cr:X x R ~ R 
x 
the cocycle of the flow ¢ with values in R. [19]. The two flowS 
¢ and ~ in definition (1.5) are said to be conjugate with 
preserved orientation if they are conjugate and cr is strictly 
x 
increasing for every x E X. An example o~ such a conjugacy is 
the changing of velocity (i.e.,~ is obtained from a flow ¢ by 
changing velocity (see [19], [15]». 
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Let (Y,d) be a compact metric space and T:Y ~ Y a homeo-
morphism. Let f:Y ~ R > ° be continuous. 
Definition 1.6. 
The suspension of T under f is the flow ~f on the space 
u '{(y,t)l(y,f(y)) ~ (Ty,O)} 
O~t~f(y) 
defined for small non-negative time by ~t(Y' s) = (y,t+s),O~t+s<f(y). 
Each suspension of T is conjugate to the suspension of ~ 
under 1, the constant function with value 1. A homeomorphism 
from Y1 to Yf that conjugates the flows is given by 
(y,t) ~ (y,tf(y»). In fact this is also a good example of 
conjugacy with preserved orientation. For this reason we shall 
concentrate on suspeijsion under the function 1. We shall now 
, 
define a metric on Y1 . (see [2]). Suppose that the diameter of 
Y under d is less than 1. 
Consider the subset Y x {t} of Y x [0,1] and let dt denote 
the metric on Y x {t} defined by dt«y,t),(z,t» = (l-t)d(y,z) + 
td(Ty,Tz), y,z € Y. Note that do«Y'o),(z,o» = d(y,z) and 
, 
d1«y,1),(z,1») = d(Ty,Tz). Now let ~,x2 € Y1 • Consider all 
finite chains xl = wO,w1 ,w2 , .•. ,wn = x2 between xl and x2 where 
for each i either wi and wi +1 belong to Y x'{t} for some t (in 
such case [wi,wi +1] is called a horizontal segment) or wi and 
Wi +1 are on the same orbit (and then [wi ,wi +1] is called a 
vertical segment). Define the length of the chain to be the sum 
-9-
of the lengths of its segments where the length of a horizontal 
segment [wi ,wi +1] is measured in the metric dt if wi and wi +1 
belongs to Y x' {t}, and the length of a vertical segment 
[wi ,wi +1 ] is the shortest distance between wi' wi +1 along the 
orbit (ignoring the direction of the orbit) using the usual 
metric on R. If wi f wi +1 and wi' wi +1 are on the same orbit 
and on the same set Y x· {t} then the length of the segment 
[wi ,wi +1] is taken to be dt (wi ,wi +1), since this is always less 
than 1. Then define P(x1 ,x2 ) to be the infinum of the lengths 
of all chains between xl and x2" Clearly p is a metric on Yl. 
Also p gives the topology on Y1 • 
From propositions (1.1), (1.2) we have the following. 
Corollary 1. 
Assume the flows ¢ on X and ~ on Yare conjugate. Then ¢ has 
A.P. if and only if ~ has A.P. (if a flow ¢ obtained from a 
flow ~ by changing velocity and ~ has A.P., so does ¢). 
Corollary 2. 
Let ¢f on Yf be the suspension flow of T:Y ~ Y under a 
continuous map f:Y ~ R > O. Then T has A.P. if and only if ¢f 
has A.P. 
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1.4. SPECIFICATION PROPERTY 
Let X be a compact metric space and T:X ~ X be a homo-
morphism (i.e., (X,T) is a dynamical system). 
Definition 1.7. 
(X,T) is said to have the specification property (S.P.) if 
for any E > 0 and any integer k > 1, there is a positive integer 
k M = ME,k such that for any sequence of points {Xi}i=O in X, and 
any set of strings Ai = [ai,bi ] with ai +1 - bi > M, for 
i = O,l, ... ,k-l and any integer P > bk - a1 + M, there is a 
periodic point z ~ X with period p such that d(TjZ,Tjxi ) < E 
for j € A., i = O,l, ... ,k. (This definition does not depend 
~ 
on the choice of the metric d.) 
A specification property has been first considered by 
Bowen in [3], and was used later in [4], [21], [22], [23] and 
[20]. This seems a very strong condition but there are many 
examples of dynamical systems satisfying it. (For such examples 
see [24 ].) 
In [20] Ruelle defines the dynamical system (X,T) to have 
the strong specification property if M in definition (1.7) is 
independent of the choice of k. In fact the strong specification 
property is Bowen's definition in [3], [4]. Also [20] has a weak 
specification: it is the same as Bowen's except that % is not 
required to be periodic in definition (1.7) (hence no condition 
on p). Definition (1.7) is between strong and weak specification. 
-11-
Proposition. (cf. [24] proposition (3)) 
If (X,T) is a non-trivial system with the specification 
property, then the topological entropy of (X,T) is larger than 
O. (Also see [4] J [26] I [5] and [6]). In [24] Sigmund has 
shown the following. 
Lemma 1.1. 
eX,T) has S.P. if and only if for every E > 0 there is a 
positive integer M = M such that for any choice of points 
e: 
xo ' xl € X and strings Ao = [ao,bo ]' A1 = [a1,b11 with a1-bo > M, 
and any integer p > hl - a + M, there exists a periodic point 0 
z € X with period p such that 
\ 
d(Tjz,Tjx
o
) < e: for j 
€ A 0' 
d ( Tj Z J Tj xl ) < e: for j € A1 · 
Definition 1. 8. 
Let T:X ~ X be a homeomorphism, X is compact metric space. 
(X,T) is topologically mixing if for any pair of non-empty open 
sets U,V in X there exists an integer N > 0 such that 
T-nU n V r ¢ for all n ~ N. 
-12-
Proposition. (cf. [24] proposition (2». 
If (X,T) satisfies the specification property, then 
(a) the periodic points are dense; 
(b) (X,T) is topologically mixing. 
The notion'of S.P. can be defined also for a flow ¢ on a 
compact metri« space X. (Bowen's definition in [8]). 
Definition 1.9. 
The flow ¢ on X is said to have the specification property 
(S.P.) if for any € > 0 and k ~ 1, there is a positive integer 
M = M€,k such that for any zo,zl, •.. ,zk € X and t o ,t1 , ... ,tk+1 € R 
with t i +1 ~ ti + M, there is an x € CO~(tk+1-to) with 
d(¢t.+u(x), ¢u(zi» < € for 0 sus t i +1-t i -M, 0 sis k. ~ 
Where CO* is the set of all periodic points of ¢ with period in 
€ 
the interval [t-€, t+€] (see [4]). 
Note: 
If T:Y + Y is a homeomorphism and has S.P., then its 
suspension flow ¢f on Yf under acons~n~~~f:Y + R > 0 never 
has S.P., to show this fact we need: 
Lemma 1.2. 
If ~:Y x R + Y is the suspension flow of T:X + X under a 
constant map 1 (i.e., Xl = Y and ¢l = ¢) and if 
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p~x,s),(y,t» < E < i, then either Is-tl<E or 11+s-tl<E or 11+t-s\<E. 
Moreover (a) t = 0 implies either \sl < E or 11-s\ < E, 
(b) t = ! implies \s - !\ < E. 
Proof: Assume d is the metric on X and p is the metric on Y taken 
by definition and assume Is-tl~E,\1+s-tl~E and \1+t-S\~E. If X has 
fixed pOint, that is TZ = Z, then 
P( x , s ) , ( y , t » ~ p ( z , s) • (z , t » ~ E. 
This is a contradiction. If X has no fixed point, then take 
X' = X U {A} disjoint union (or i.e., A is a point not in X) and 
define d' be a metric on X' such that dr/xxx = d, d(x,A) = 1 for 
all x € X (i.e., A is an isolated point in this topology). Define 
T' :X' + X' such that T'/X = T, T'(A) = A and let ~':Y'x R + Y' 
be the suspension of T':X' + X' under a constant map 1. If p' 
is the metric on Y' taken by definition 1.6, then we have 
(a) Y'=Y U (~t(z,O»t€R' where (~t(z,O»t€R is the only 
periodic orbit with period 1 for ~'. 
(b) ~'/Y x R = ~ 
(c) p'/Y = p 
Hence for every x,y € X we have 
p~x,s),(y,t» = p'«x,s),(y,t» ~ p'«z,s),(z,t» ~ E 
and also this is a contradiction. o 
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Proposition 1.3. 
If ¢:Y x R ~ Y is the suspension flow of a homeomorphism 
T:X ~ X under a constant map 1, then ¢ does not satisfy the 
specification property. 
Proof: Assume ¢ satisfies definition 1.9 (S.P.). Given 
° < E < 1 and k = 2, using definition (1.9) there is U > ° 
such that if we take the two points (x,O),(x,!l € Y and to' t 1 , t2 
are integers with t1 ~ t o '+ M, t2 ~ t1 + M, there is (z,s) E Y 
periodic such that 
(a) p(¢u+t (z,s)'¢u(x,o» ~ E for 0 ~ u ~ t1 - to - M, 
o 
(b) P(¢u+t1(z,s),¢u(x,!» < E for 0 ~ u ~ t2 - t1 - U. 
From Ca) and lemma (1.2) if we let u = ° we will have either 
lsi < E < t or 11-sl < E < 1. From (b) and lemma (1.2) if we 
let u = 0 we will have Is - il < E < 1, and this is a 
contradiction. 0 
From this proposition it was clear that even if a homeo-
morphism T:X ~ X has S.P., then its suspension flow under any 
cortStcL.n.tntapf:X ~ R > ° does note satisfy S.P .• 
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1.5. PSEUDO ORBIT TRACING PROPERTY 
Rufus Bowen has stated that the tracing of pseudo orbits 
is the most important dynamical property of Axiom A map. [7], [8]. 
X will always denote a compact metric space with metric d 
and T:X ~ X be a homeomorphism. Let 0 > O. A sequence 
·{x }oo in X is said to be a Ito-pseudo orbit" for T:X ~ X if n . 
_00 
d(Tx
n
,X
n
+1) < 0 for every integer n. For T to be "stable" we 
would like each pseudo-orbit for T to be closely related to an 
actual orbit for T. 
£-traced by x € X if 
So a a-pseudo orbit'{x}oo is said to be 
n 
_00 
n d(T x,x ) < £ for every integer n. 
n 
De fin i t ion 1. 10 . [ 9], [ 8], [ 25] • 
T is said to have the"pseudo orbit tracing property" 
(P.O.T.P.) if for any £ > 0 there is Q > 0 such that each 
a-pseudo orbit for T is £-traced by some point of X. 
This definition does not depend on the choice of metric on 
X, and it is preserved under topological conjugacy. To get a 
feeling for this definition see Walters [25]. 
Definition 1.11. [10]. 
A homeomorphism T:X ~ X is expansive if there exists e(T) > 0 
such that if d(Tnx,Tny) ~ e(T) for every integer n € z,tke~ x = y. 
Such numbers e(T) are called expansive constants. 
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Definition 1.12. [7], [25] 
A homeomorphism T:X + X is topologically stable if for 
every E > 0 there exists 0 > 0 so that if S:X + X is a homeo-
morphism with deS,T) < 0 then there is a continuous map h:X + X 
with hS = Th and d(h,id) < E • Her~ deS,T) denotes 
sup d(S(x),T(x)). 
xe:X 
In [25] Walters proved the following important results. 
Theorem. (cf [25] theorem (4)). 
An expansive homeomorphism T:X + X with the P.O.T.P. is 
topologically stable. 
Theorem. (cf [25] theorem (11)). 
Let T:M + M be a topologically stable homeomorphism of a 
compact manifold of dimension ~ 2. Then T has the P.O.T.P. 
We are going to close this chapter by showing the following. 
Theorem 1. 
If a homeomorphism T:X + X is expansive and has P.O.T.P. 
a.n.cl js topologically mixing, then T has specification property. 
Corollary 
If (X,T) is non-trivial system and T is expansive and has 
P.O.T.p.~n~is topologically mixing, then the topological entropy 
of (X,T) is larger than O. 
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Proof: Obvious conclusions from theorem (1) and proposition (3) 
in [24]. 
To prove the above theorem we need the following. 
Lemma 1.3. 
T:X + X is topologically mixing if and only if for any E > 0, 
there exists an integer M = M >0 such that for all open sets U,V E 
of diameter ~ E we have U n T-nV =t- C/J for all n ~ M. 
Proof: Given E > 0, let'{B} be a finite open cover for X 
a aEA 
of balls each of which of diameter s 0, where 0 is taken small 
enough such that every open set U of diameter ~ E should contain 
at least one of these balls. {B } is a finite open cover 
a 
a€.A 
implies there exists an integer M > 0 such that B -n n T B). ., C/J a 
for all n ~ 11 and for all a,A E A. The 'rest follows easily. 
Definition 1.13. [3]. 
A homeomorphism T:X + X has closed orbit property (C.O.P.) 
if for any E > 0 there exist 0 > 0, and an integer N > 0 such 
that for any integer n ~ N and every y €. X with d(Tny,y) s 0, 
0 
there is a point z € X n with T z = z (i.e., periodic) such that 
k k d(T z,T y) S E for alIOs k s n. 
Proposition 1.4. 
If a homeomorphism T:X + X has P.O.T.P. and C.O.P. and 
topologically mixing, then T has specification property. 
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Proof: Given e: > 0, take 0 < 0" < e:/2 and t1. from definition 
of C.O.P., choose 0 to satisfy the definition of P.C.T.P. with 
respect to o < o ' < 0"/2 and take M2 from lemma 1.3 with respect 
to o . Let M = maximum (Ml ,M2) and let xo,xl be two points in X 
and A = [ao,bo]' A = [al,b l ] be two strings with a l - bo ~ M + 1. 0 1 
Assume a l - bo = n, so that n ~ M + 1. Consider the two open 
balls B (Tbo+l ) o Xo ' 
a l Be(T xl) (Be (x) is a ball of centre x and 
b +1 n T-(n-l)B (Talx ) radi us 0), it is cleC1~ BeCT 0 x
o
) 1 C/J for all e 1 
n ~ M + 1. 
a 
< 0 , d(Tn-lx,T lxl ) < 0 . There exists x € X such that 
a 
Also take the 
bl+l 
two open balls Bo (T °xo ), so 
Be (T Xl) n 
a 
T-(n-l)B (T Ox ) 1 ~ for all n ~ o 0 f\1 + 1. 
bl+l 
Also there exists x' € X such that d(T xl,x') < 0, 
a 
n-l 0) d(T x,T Xo < O. Now, consider the following sequence of 
a a +1 b 2 a l .{ 0 0 0 n-points T xo,T xo , .•• , T xo ' x,Tx, ... ,T x,T Xl"'" 
b a a +1 
T 1 'T' Tn- 2 , TOT 0 } xl,x, x "'" x, x, x , •.. o 0 
a sequence· {w.} as follows. 
~ 
w. = Tix for a ~ i ~ ~ 0 0 
i-b -1 
Wi = T 
0 for b < x 0 
i for i w. = T Xl a 1 ~ ~ ~ 
i-bl-l 
for b l w. = T x' ~ 
., 
a 
w = T Ox b1+n 0' 
b 0' 
i < a l , 
b l , 
< i < b 1+n 
i.e., define 
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and carryon in the same manner. It is obvious that {w,} is 
1 
a a-pseudo orbit. There is z, E X such that 
d(Tiz' ,wi) < a ' for a ~ i ~ b1+n · 0 
d(Tiz' , Tix ) < a' for i € A 0' 0 Hence 
i i 
o ' for i A1 ' d(T z, T xl) < € 
and b +n a 
d(T 1 z', T Ox ) < a' . 0 
b +n a 
Therefore d(T 1 z', T °z') < 28' ·wh,',h,.. Ll4ph'es 
b1-a +n a a d(T 0 T °z', T °z') < 20' < 0". 
Using C.O.P. ...;. there exists z" € X such that 
b -a +n 
T 1 0 z" = 
a 
z" and d(Tkz", TkT °z') < t./2 for 0 ~ k ~ b1 
Let z 
-a 
= T °z" , 
k+a 
z is periodic of period b1 - ao + nand 
k+a 
a + n. 
o 
d(T Oz , T °z') < t./2 for 0 ~ i ~ b1 - a + n wni(n. 0 
implies d(Tiz,Tiz,) < t./2 for ao ~ i ~ b1 + n. 
The rest follows easily. 0 
Using the same idea as proposition (1.4) one can show that 
if a homeomorphism T: X -+- xsc<tisfifS the same hypothesis a.S the 
proposition (i.e., T is topologically mixing and has P.O.T.P., 
C.O.P), then T has the strong specification property (i.e. M 
is independent of the choice of the number of pieces of orbits. 
Hence: 
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Corollary. 
If a homeomorphism T:X ~ X is topologically mixing and 
has P.O.T.P., then T has weak specification property. 
The following lemma finishes the proof of theorem 1. 
Closed orbit lemma 1.4. 
If a homeomorphism T:X ~ X is expansive and has P.O.T.P., 
then T has closed orbit property. (More over for any E > 0, 
there exists 0 > 0 such that for every positive integer m and 
for each x € X, if d(~x,x) < 8, then there is a periodic point 
i i 
z of period m such that d(T z,T x) < E for 0 ~ i ~ m) 
Proof: Take 8 = e(T) the expansive constant, take 0 > 0 from 
definition of P.O.~.P. with respect to 8/2 and for.m > 0, 
assume d(~x,x) < a. Now, consider a sequence' {y.} 00 
1 
_00 
by 
taking Yo = x, 
ym+1 = Tx, ... , 
2 -m-1 
Y1 = Tx, Y2 = T x, ·"'Ym-1 = T x, Ym = x, 
-m-1 -m-2 
and y-1 = T x, Y2 = T x, .... Obviously 
00 {y.} is a a-pseudo orbit, there exists a point z € X such 
1 
_00 i i 
that d(T z'Yi) < 8/2 for all i ~ Z. But d(T ~z'Yi) < E/2 for 
i . 
all i. Therefore d(T ~Z,T1Z) < 8 = e(T) for all i € Z, implies 
= z. (i.e., z is periodic of period m.). o 
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CHAPTER II 
2.1. PSEUDO ORBIT TRACING PROPERTY. 
Let ~ be a continuous flow on a compact metric space Y 
the idea is to approximate a chain of orbit segments in Y by 
one orbit. (i.e., the P.O.T.P. for flows). In [8] Bowen statedth.Clt 
is the most important dynamical property, andit was used 
later in [12], [13], [14], [10]. The idea of defining such 
property is given also in [12]. 
Given a,a > 0 real numbers, a finite (a,a)-ahain is a 
. { }k. { }k-1 pair of sequences (x. , t. ) so that ti ~ a and 
1 0 1 0 
d(¢t.Xi'Xi+1) < o. An infinite (o,a)-chain is a pair of doubly 
l. 00 
infinite sequence ({x} , {tn}oo,) so that t ~ a and 
n _00 _00 n 
d(¢t x
n
,x
n
+1 ) < a for all n € Z. 
n 
The de.i-itdtiot1. of a finit e (infini tel (0, a) -ps eudo orbi t is the saM.e 
~s «finite (infinite) eo,a)-chain, see [12]. 
Given E > 0, the analogue of E-tracing is given as follows. 
A finite (infinite) (c,a)-pseudo orbit e{x },{t }) is E-traced by 
n n 
the orbit (¢tz) if there exists an increasing homeomorphism 
tER 
a:R ~ R with aCO) = 0 such that 
d[ ~cx(t)z, ~ r.-1. xn] < E whenever t ~ 0, 
t _l: t. 
o 1 
n-1 n 
l: t. ~ t < Et., 
o 1 0 1 
n = 0,1,2, ... , 
-1 
< E whenever t ~ 0, -l: t. ~ 
1 
-1 
t<-l: t., 
1 
-n+l 
-n 
n = 1,2,3, .•. 
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Without loss of generality we are assuming that the 
subscript (n) of x is positive when t ~ 0 and negative when 
t < O. .J -.>e. 
A reparameterization ~:R ~ R 
of an orbit in an orientation preserving homeomorphism of R 
fixing the origin. In the case of finite (c,a)-pseudo orbit 
one can restrict ~ to a closed interval [a,b] containing the 
origin. As a standard notation when we say (c,a)-pseudo orbit 
we mean the infinite (c,a)-pseudo orbit unless otherwise stated, 
see [12]. 
Definition 2.1. 
A flow ¢-on Y is said to have the "pseudo orbit tracing 
property" (P.O.T.P.) if for any e:: > 0, there is C > 0 such that 
each (o,l)-pseudo orbit is e::-traced by an orbit of ¢. (This 
definition does not depend on the choice of the metric d.) 
In this chapter we want to show that the P.O.T.P. for flows 
is invariant under topological conjugacy with preserved orientation 
(example, velocity changes), and also the suspension flow of a 
homeomorphism T under a continuous map f has P.O.T.P. if and only 
if T has P.O.T.P. In order to be able to prove this we need the 
following: 
Definition 2.2. 
A flow ¢ on Y has the pseudo orbit tracing property with 
respect to time a > ° if for any E > 0, there is a > a such 
that each (o,a)-pseudo orbit is E-traced by an orbit of ¢. 
Proposition 2.1. 
A flow ¢ on Y has p.a.T.p. with respect to time a > a if and 
only if ¥e)O"3~>O.S'·t:.~ve"'~(SlcL.)-I).st"'tlD on.bit ({x flO ,{A }co ) with 
" n _co n-O) 
a ~ A ~ 2a for all n € Z is E-traced by an orbit of ¢. 
n 
Proof: 
If ¢ has P.O.T.P. with respect to time a, then it is clear 
co (lC). 
that the (o,a)-pseudo orbit ({x
n
} ,{An} ) 1S E-traced by an 
_co _CO" 
orbit of ¢ whether A ~ 2a or not. Conversely, assume ¢ satisfies 
n 
the hypothesis of the proposition. Given E > 0, choose 0 > ° 
using the hypothesis (i.e., every (o,a)-pseudo orbit ({x
n
}, {An}) 
with a ~ A ~ 2a is E-traced by an orbit of ¢.) Let 
n 
({x }co ,'{t }co ) be any (o,a)-pseudo orbit for ¢. For each t , 
n _00 n _co n 
there is a non-negative integer m such that t = a.m + r 
n n n n 
with a ~ r < 2a. Construct an infinite sequence of points in Y 
n 
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{ ..... x_3 , ¢ax_3' ¢2ax_3' ···'¢a.m_3x_3 , x_2 '¢ax_2'¢2ax_2' ... , 
¢ . x 2' xl' ¢ xl' ¢2 xl' ••. , ¢ xl' x , ¢ x , ¢2 x , ... , a.ffi_2 - - a - a - a.m_1 - 0 a 0 a 0 
¢a.moxo,x1'¢axl'¢2axl' ···'¢a.m1xl,x2'¢ax2'¢2ax2J ···¢a.m2
x 2'x3 , 
¢ax3' ¢2ax3' ..• , ¢a.m
3 
x3 ' ... } 
(i.e., we can take an infinite sequence {y.}oo of points in Y 1 _00 
so that 
ia+ ~ a.m.+p j=_p J 
·X 
-p for 
-1 
~ m. - p j=_pJ 
p-1 
-1 
$ i $ - ~ m . -p , p = 
j=_p+1J 1,2, ... , 
P 
y. = ¢ X 
1 p-1 p 
La":' ~ a.m.-p 
j=O J 
for E m.+p $ i $ 
j=O J L mj +
p , p=O,1,2, •.. ) 
j=O 
00 
Now also define a sequence {X.} of real numbers in this way 
1 
_00 
-1 -1 
. for - L m .-p $ i < - L m .-p j=_p J j=-p+l J 
-1 
for i = -L m.-p , p = 1,2,3, .... , j=_p+1J 
p-1 
for L m.+p $ i < 
j=O J 
p 
for i = L m.+p 
j=O J 
P 
L m.+p 
j=O J 
p = 0,1,2, .... 
which correspond to the sequence {Yi}oo. For i ~ 0 assume first 
_00 
p-1 p 
L m.+p $ i < E m.+p and take 
j=O J j=O J 
p 
For i = E m.+p we have 
j=O J 
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p-1 x , P l: a.m. 
j=O J-P 
<P p-1 x )=0. 
P a.(i+1) - E a.m. j=O J-P 
= d(<P t x ,x +1) < o. P P P 
-1 -1 
Also for i :s; -1. Assume first - E m.-p :s; i 
_p J 
:s; - E m.-p, then 
-p+1 J 
and for i 
-1 
= - E m.-p 
-p+1 J 
we have 
= dC<P r <P -1. xp' X_p+1) 
-p 
= 
a. i + E a.m. +p 
_p J 
= d(<P t x ,x +1) < o. -p -p -p 
00 
So the pair of sequences ({Y i } 
_00 
is (o,a)-pseudo orbit 
for <P with a :s; A. < 2a. 
1 
Using the hypothesis of the proposition 
there is a point z € Y and a homeomorphism a:R ~ R with aCO) = a 
such that 
dC<PaCt)Z, ¢ n-l 
t- E A. 
o 1 
y ) < E for t 
n 
n-1 
~ 0, E 
i=O 
A. :s; 
1 
t < 
n 
EA. , 
1 
o 
n = 0,1,2, ..•. 
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-1 -1 
d ( ,+. ·2,+. Y ) < E for t < O. - ~ A. s; 
'i'a(t)''i' '-1 -n ' 1. t < - ~ A.,n = 1,2,3, •... 
-n+l 1. 
-n t+ l: A. 
1. 
-n 
Now, we can show that the chain ({x} 00 , {t } 00 ) is e:-traced 
n _00 n _00 
by the orbit (¢tz) 
tER 
Assume i.a s; t < (i+1).a, i s; mo' take 
for 0 s; t < t we will have 
o 
= d(¢a(t)z,¢ i-1 Yi ) < E, 
t - ~ A. 
. 0 1. J= 
and for to :;; t < to + tl we will have 
d(¢a(t)z'¢t_t xl) = d(¢a(t)z, ¢ rno 
0 t- ~A. 
o 1. 
rn 
0 
Assume j.a :;; t - ~ A. < j.(a+l), j s; ml 1. 
0 
rn rn +' 
0 j-l o J 
1: Ai + 1: A +k+l = ~ A . k=O rno 1. 0 0 
therefore 
xl)· 
implies 
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Carryon in the same manner we will have 
d(~a(t)z,~ k~l xk ) < E for t ~ 0, 
t- L: t. J. 
o 
Similarly for t ~ 0 
-1 
k-l 
r t. ~ t < 
o J. 
-1 
k 
rt all k ~ O. 
o i' 
dC~a(t)z,~ -1 ~k 
t+ r t. 
-k J. 
)< E for - rt. 
-k J. 
~ t < - r t., all k ~ 1. 
-k+1 1. 
00 00 Hence ({x
n
} ,O'n} is E-traced by the orbit (~tz) 
_00 _00 tER 
So 
~ has P.O.T.P. with respect to time a. D 
Proposition 2.2. 
For every a > 0, the flow ~ on Y has P.O.T.P. with respect 
to time a if and only if ~ has P.O.T.P. (i.e., with respect to 
time 1). 
Proof: We have two cases when a > 1, a < 1. In the case when 
a > 1, assume ~ has P.O.T.P. with respect to time a. Let m be 
a natural number ~ a. Given E > 0, choose 0 > 0 satisfies the 
following 
Ca) every (o,a)-pseudo orbit is E/2-traced by an orbit of ~, 
(b) d(x,y) < 5 implies d(~tx'¢tY) < £/2 for 0 ~ t s 2m. 
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Let e' < elm and choose 0 < e" < 8' so that d(x,y) < 0" implies 
Now, 
be a (o",l)-pseudo orbit for ~ with 1 ~ tn ~ 2 for all n € Z, 
take the pair of sequences 
denote zi = 
Now, take 
x. and 1.m 
d(~, z"Z'+l) = A. 1 1 d(~m_l 
m-l 
r t(.. ) for all i € Z. j=O J+1.m 
x. , 1.m 
1 r t(.. ) j=O J+1.m 
~ d( ~m-l ~ x., t i .m 1.m 
L t(.. ) j=lJ+1.m 
~m-l xi .m+1 ) 
L t(.. )' j=l J+1.m 
+ d(~m_l ~t. 
L t 1.m+l 
Xi .m+1 ' ~m-l xi .m+2) + ..••.. 
j=2 (j+i.m) r t (.. ) j=2 J+1.m 
+ d(~t(i+l).m_l xCi+1).m-l' x(i+l.m)< 8' + 8' + ... + 5' 
= m5' < 0 because a ~ A. ~ 2m. 
1 
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. 00 00 
Therefore <. {Zi} ,. {A i} ) is ct., <- 0, a) -pseudo orb it for <p. Hence 
_00 _00 
there is Z E Y and homeomorphism a:R + R with a(O) = 0 
such that 
d(<Pa(t)z,<p~ -1 ~ z_n) 
t+ EA. 
1 
-n 
Now, for 0 ~ k ~ m, 
< E/2 
< E/2 
d<'<Pk_1 xo'Xk )!':: d(<Pk_1 
E t. 
o 1 
k-l 
L t. 
1 1 
for t 
for t 
x , 
o 
~ 
!':: 
n-l n 
0, L A • !':: t < L A. 
1 1 
0 0 
-1 -1 
0,- L A • !':: t < 
-
E 
1 
-n+l 
-n 
Since E t. !':: 
o 1 
2m implies that d(<P k_1 Xo'Xk ) < ke' < e. 
So 
L t. 
o 1 
k-l 
, 
A .• 
1 
d(<P k-l k-l x 0' <P k-l Xk ) < E/2 for E t. !':: t < t- E t.+ E t. t- L t. 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
Hence 
k 
Et i · 
0 
< e:. 
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Now for m < k ~ 2m, also take 
+ d(¢k_l 
L t. 
i=m 1 
< (k-m) 0' < o. 
d(¢k_l ¢tmXm' ¢k-l xm+1 ) 
r t. r t. 
m+l 1 m+l 1 
k k-l 
Now for rt i implies t -
o 
r t. in the closed interval 
1 
[0,2m] . 
Therefore 
d(¢ k-l k-l 
t- L t. + L t. 
1 1 
o i=m 
x , 
m 
o 
¢ k-l Xk ) < E/2 
t- L t. 
o 1 
==> d(¢ k-l Xm, ¢ k-l xk ) < E/2 
t- t t- L t. L i 1 
o 0 
=> d(¢t_A 
o 
Therefore 
x , 
m 
< E for 
k-l 
r t. ~ 
o 1 
t < 
k 
rt .. 
1 
o 
If we carryon in the same manner we will have that the orbit 
00 00 
is E-traces the (S,a)-pseudo orbit ({x.} ,{t.} ). 
1 1 
_00 _00 
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For the other case (when a < 1) one can use similar ideas as 
above. Using proposition 2.1 implies that <p has p.o.or.p. lJ 
2.2. P.O.T.P. AND TOPOLOGICAL CONJUGACY 
Using proposition 2.2 we can show 
Theorem 2. 
If a flow <p on X is topologically conjugate to a flow 1tJ on 
Y with preserved orientation (see the remark in chapter 1, section 
1 .3) , -then. et't~ bc1tkha v e P.O. T • P. or I'tle.the."t 0 f th em does. 
Proof: Assume>..: X + Y is the conjuga ti~ homeomorphism and a : XxR + X 
the cocycle of the flow <p. Since the map>.. preserved orientation, 
therefore ax :R + R is increasing. Let a be the infimum of the 
set {a
x
(l); x€ X} • By compactness of x and continuity of 
a :X x R+ R such a = inf axel) exists. Now, given e: > 0, choose 
X€X 
-1 -1 
e: '> 0 such that dy (Yl'Y2) < e:' implies dx (>" Yl'>" Y2) < e: for all 
Yl'Y2 e: Y, (where d
x
' dy are metricS' on X, Y respectively.) 
Assume ~ has P.O.T.P, using proposition 2.2, there is 0 I > 0 such 
that every (0', a)-pseudo orbit is e: '-traced by an orbit of \jJ • 
Also choose 0 > 0 such that d
x
(x1 ,x2 ) < 0 implies dy (>"x1 ,>..x2 ) < <5' 
for all xl' 
orbi t for $ 
x
2 
E: X. Now let ({x}oo , {t}oo ) be any (o,l)-pseudo 
n -PO n -PO 
(i.e.,dx($t x ,x
n
+1 ) < <5 for all n E: Z.) n n 
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Hence d (A¢+ x , AX +1) < 0' for all n. B~ clefini tion of cocycle y n n n 
a we have A<I>tX = ~a (t)Ax, therefore 
x 
00 00 . Consider the pair of sequences ({Ax} ,{a (t)} ). Since 
n x n 
_00 n _00 
tn ~ 1 implies ax (t n ) ~ a for all n E Z. Using (a), 
n 
({Ax }oo{a (t )oo}) is a (o,a)-pseudo orbit for w. It~o\\ow~ from 
n x n 00 
_00 n -
our assumption that ~ has P.O.T.P. that there is y = AX E Y and 
a homeomorphism a:R ~ R with a(O) = 0 so that 
n-1 n 
r 0 (t.)<.>t<r (J (t.) (b) 
o xi 1. 0 xi \ 1. • 
-1 
AX ) < e for t~O - LO (t.)~t<-
-n x. 1. 
-n 1. 
(b) implies that 
n-1 n 
r a (t. )$t< L a (t.) 
o xi 1. 0 xi 1. 
The way we choose e' we have 
dX (¢ -1 x, ¢ () -I( ax a t ax t 
n 
< E 
n-I n 
L a (t.)$t< L a (t.). 
o xi 1. 0 xi 1. 
n-1 
For I: 0' X ( t .) ::; 
o i 1. 
n-1 
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n 
t<EO' (t.) 
o X. 1 
1. 
o ::; t - E O'x (t i )< O'x (tn ) o i n 
-1 o ::; 0' (t-
xn 
n-1 
I: 0' (t i ) < t x. 
o 1 n 
Now from (c) we will have also 
=> 
=> 
=> 
n-1 -1 n-1 n-1 n 
~ti::;O'x (t- E 0' (t.»+ r t.< Et. 
o n 0 xi 1. 0 1 0 1. 
-1 -1 
< e: d (¢ 1 x, ¢ 1 -1 x ) 
x 0'- aCt) 0'- (t+ E O'x (t.» -n 
x xn -n i 1. 
for-E Qx.(t1.') ::; t < -I: 0' (t. 
-n 1. -n+1 xi 1 
Similarltl 
Now define 
-1( u = a t x 
n 
h: R -+ 
n-1 
-1 
- E 0' (t.)::; 
-n xi l. 
-1 
0 ::; t + t 
-n 
-1( 0 ::; a t + 
xn 
-1 
t < -E 0' (t.) 
-n+1 xi 1 
0' (t.) < 
x. l. 
0' x (t n ) l. n 
-1 
E ax (t.» < t 
-n 
. l. n l. 
-1 
O'-l(t -1 
-
E t. ::; + E 0' (t.» l. X x. l. 
-n n -n 1. 
=> 
=> 
=> 
-1 
-
E 
-n 
R in this way, for t ~ 0 let 
n-1 
-1 
ti < - E 
-n+1 
r a (t.» + r t. , X. l. 1. 0 1. 0 
-1 
and take h(u) = ax aCt), 
and for t ::; 0 let v , -1 -1 
= O'Xn(t + r a (t.» 
x. 1 
-n 1 
and take 
t .. 
l. 
h(v) = 0'~1a(t).!t"jsobviOUS that h is continuous and increasing 
with h(O) = o. Finally for 
n-l 
L t. 
o 1 
~ u < 
n 
r t .. 
1 
o 
We have 
-. 
" 
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dx(<Ph(U)X, <P n-1 x ) < e:, n 
u- E t . 1 
0 
-1 -1 
for 
-
E t. ~ u < 
-
E t. we have 
-n 
1 
-n+1 1 
Therefore ({xn}oo ~{tn}oo ) is e:;.;traced by an orbit (<Ptx) 0 
_00 _00 tER 
Corollary 
If a flow <P on X is obtained from a flow ~ on X by changing 
velocity and ~ has P.O.T.P, then so does <p. 
Remark. 
Since any two suspension flows of a given homeomorphism 
T:X + X are topologically conjugate with preserved orientation, 
so for this reason we shall concentrate on suspensions under the 
constant function 1, (see section 1.3 in chapter one.) 
Lemma 2.1. 
Let ¢ on Y be the suspension flow of a homeomorphism T:X + X 
under a constant map 1. (i.e., Xl = Y, <P = T1 .) Then for every 
, 
I , 
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A > 0, there is A' > a such that for every two points 
(x,s), (y,t) € Yv.Jt-thp«x,s), (y,t» < A', then either d(x,y) < A 
or d(Tx,y) < A or d(T-1x,y) < A. (where d is a metric on X and 
p is the metric we define in section (1.3) Chapter 1 on the 
suspension space Y = Xl)' 
Proof: Take a < A" < A , A" < t and so that d(x,y) < A" implies 
i i d(T x,T y) < A for i =-1,0,1. A" Now let A' = -- and assume 
. 2 
p«x,s),(y,t» < A'. Using Lemma (1.2) we will have either 
Is-tl < A' or 11+s-tl < A' or 11+t-sl < A'. 
case when Is-tl < A' we will have 
Now, for the first 
p«x,s),(y,s» ~ p«x,s),(y,t» + p«y,t),(y,s» < A' + A' = A". 
Hence (l-s)d(x,y) + sd(Tx,Ty) < A". So d(x,y) < A" or d(Tx,Ty) < A" 
implies that de x, y) < A. For the case when 11+t-s I <: A" we will have 
p ( ( Tx , t ) , (y , t » ~ p ( ( Tx, t ) , (x, s » + p ( ( X ,s) , (y , t » < A I + A I = A' I • 
Hence (1-t)d(Tx,y)+td(T2X~Ty) < A" implies that d(Tx,y) < A. 
For the case v,hen 11+s-t I < A" we will have 
-1 -1 perT x,t),(y,t» ~ pUT x,t),(x,s» + p((x,s),(y,t» < A' +A' = A". 
-1 (. -1 Hence (l-t) d(T x,y) + td x,Ty) 1mplies that d(T x,y) < A. o 
2.3. THE SUSPENSION FLOW 
To complete the s-t-LLcL~ of the pseudo orbit tracing property 
for flows, we are going to close this chapter with the following: 
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Theorem 3. 
Let T be a homeomorphism of (.X, d), and f:Y -+ R > 0 be 
continuous. The suspension flow of T has pseudo orbit tracing 
property if and only if T has pseudo orbit tracing property. 
Proof: By our earlier remark we need only to show the results 
when f is constant map 1. Let ¢:Y x R -+ Y denote the suspension 
of T under 1. Suppose ¢ has P.O.T.P. Given E > 0, take 
o < £' < E, E' < i and d(x,y) < E' implies d(Tix, Tiy) < E for 
i = -1,0,1. Choose 0 > 0 from definition of P.O.T.P. for ¢ with 
respect to E'. Also take 0 < 6' < 0 so that d(x,y) < 6' implies 
d(Tx,Ty) < o. Now let {x }oo be any of-pseudo orbit for T. 
n 
_00 
(i.e., d(Txn ,xn+1 ) < 0' for all n € Z). Consider the pair of 
sequences ({(xn,i)} 00 
_00 
. 00 
,{t
n
} ) so that tn = 1 for all n € Z. 
_00 
P(~l(xn'!)' (xn+1 ,!)) = p«Txn ,!), (xn+1 ,!») = 
2 ! d(Txn ,xn+1 ) + ! d(T x n ,Txn+1 ) < o. 
00 00 
So ({(xn ,!)} ,f(tIi1..)} ) is (o,l)-pseudo orbit for <P. Using the 
_00 _00 
definition of P.O.T.P. implies that there exists (x,s) € Y and a 
homeomorphism a:R -+ R with a(O) = 0 such that 
Now as t = 0 we have p«x,s),(x ,1» < E' < 1, so \s-i\ < £'. 
o 
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Also P(¢a(1)(x,s),(x1 ,!» < E' < t and since 
so ¢a(l)(x,s) should be represented as (Tx,s') E Y, where 0 s s' < 1, 
Is' - !I < E:'. < E' < ! 
for all 1 ~ t < 2 and P(¢a(2)(x,s), (x2 ,!» < E' < i, so from 
2 
continuity of a also ¢a(2)(x,s) should be represented as (T x,S"), 
where 0 s S" < 1,ls" -!I < E'.· If we carryon in the same manner 
we will have ¢a(n)(x,s) should be as (Tnx,S(n», where 
O:S; Sen) < 1, Is(n) -!I < E:' for all n = 0,1,2, ... , and ¢ ( )(x,s) 
a -n 
should be represented as (T-nx, S(-n», where 0 :s; S(-n) < 1, 
Is(-n) -!I < E:' for n = 1,2, .... So 
P«TnX,S(n», ¢t (x ,!» < £' for n :s; t < n+1, all n E Z. 
-n n 
For t = n implies p«Tnx,S(n», (x
n
,!» < £' <!. But 
P«Tnx,!),(Xn,!»:s; P«TnX,S(n»,(X
n
,!» < £' < i, therefore 
n n+1 n !d(T x,x
n
) + ! d(T x,Txn ) < £'. Hence d(T x,xn+1) < £' or 
d(Tn+1x,Tx ) < £'. From the way we choose £' implies that 
o n 
d(Tnx,x ) < £ for all n E Z. Therefore T has P.D.T.P. 
o n 
Conversely, assumeT has P.O.T.P. Given £ > 0, take 0 < £' < £ 
so that d(x,y) < £' implies d(Tix,Tiy) < £72 for i = 0,1,2. Let 
o < 5 < £'/2 and 5 satisfies the definition of P.O.T.P. for T with 
respect to £'. Take 0 < 8' < 8 as in lemma 2.1. Assume 
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00 00 ({(~,sk) , {tk } ) is a (8' ,2)-pseudo orbit for the suspension 
_00 _00 
flow ¢, (i.e. p(¢t (xk ,sk),(xk +1 ,sk+1» < 8' for all k E Z.) where k 
o ~ sk < 1. (i.e., (Xk,sk) E Y for all k E Z.) Let wk = [Sk + tkl 
the integral part of sk + t k . (i.e., wk is a largest integer 
~ sk + t k ·) Hence 
Using lemma 1.2, 2.1 implies that either ISk + t - wk - sk+1 1 < C ' k 
or 11 + sk + tk - wk - sk+1 1 < c ' or 11 + sk+1 - S - t k k + wkl < c' . 
Now, let nk be a positive integer defined as 
Wk if ISk + tk - wk - Sk+1 1 < C ' 
nk = 
W -1 k if 11 + sk + t - w -k . k sk+1 1 < 8' 
wk+1 if 11 + sk+1 - sk - tk + wkl < 8 ' , 
so it is obvious that in each of the above cases we will have 
ISk + tk - nk - sk+1\ < 8' 'for all k E Z. Since tk ~ 2 for all 
k E Z implies nk ~ 1 for all k E Z. Using lemma 2.1 we will have nk for every above case d(T~k,xk+1) < c for 
Define a sequence {y.} 00 in X So -C/-La..t 
1 _00 
all k € Z. 
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y. = Tix for 0 s i < n 
1 0 0 
y. = i-no for n s i < n .+ n1 1 T Xl 0 0 
k-1 
i- L n. k-1 k j=O J 
Yi = T ~for L n. s i < L n. j=O J j=O J 
n- i 
y. = T -1 x for -n s i <.-1 1 -1 
+ -i n_1 n_2 
for i y. = T x 
-2 -n - n s < -n -1' 1 -1 -2 
and carryon, then obviously that this sequence is o-pseudo orbit 
for ¢. (i.e., d(TYi'Yi+1) < 0 for all i € Z.) T has P.O.T.P. 
implies there exists x € X such that d(~X,xk) < €' for all k € Z. 
k-1 
j+ ~n. . 
Hence d(T 0 l x ,TJ Xk ) < €' for 0 s j s nk , k = 0, 1,2, •.. and for 
negative indices 
-1 
j- :kni 
dCT x, TjX_k ) < E' for 0 s j < n_1 -1, k = 1,2, .... 
NOw, take the point (x,s ) € Y and define a:R ~ R in the following 
o 
way. 
For t ~ 0, let 
sl + n - s 
aCt) 0 °t for 0 $ t < t = 
t 0 
0 
aCt) s? 
+ n1 - sl (t-t
o
) + n 
- So for t s t < to '-' + sl = 
t1 
0 0 
+ t1 
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k-1 k-1 k-1 k Sk+1+nk-s k' 
aCt) = (t E t.) + sk + E n.-s for E t. ~ t < Et. 
o ]. 
and for t ~ 0, 
aCt) = 
aCt) = 
aCt) = 
tk 
let 
~1 - So - III 
-t 
-1 
s -s -n 
-2 -1 -2 
-t 
-2 
s -s -n 
-k -k+1 -k 
-t 
-k 
0 
]. 0 
t for -t_1 ~ t < 0 
(t+t_1) + s -s 
-1 0 -n -1 for-t 
-1 -1 
(t+ E ti)+s_k+l-so- E n. 
-k+l -k+l 1 
It is clear that a is continuous with 
0 
]. 
0 
]. 
t ~ t <-t 
-1 - -2 
-1 -1 
for 
-
Et.~t <-E 
-k ]. -k+l 
a becomes increasing homeomorphism. 
a(O) = 0 and because nk ~ 1 
We claim that (¢t(x,s » is 
00 
an orbit which E-traces ({(xk,sk)} , 
without loss of generality assume 
k 
t < l:t. 
o ]. and take 
_00 
o tER 
00 {tk } ). Pick t ~ 0 and 
_00 
-1 
t. ]. 
Is +a(t) -
o 
sk+l+nk-sk k-l k-l 
\ tk (t- ~ ti)+sk-sk-(t- ~ ti)1 
k-l 
= 
k-l 
L t.)\= ]. 
t - E t. 
1 
o I. 
o 
, 
Since \sk+l + nk - sk - t k \ < 8', \ < 1 , 
-
-41-
k-1 
therefore \S + aCt) -
o L n i - sk - t + o 
k-1 
Lt. \ < IS'. 
o 1 
k-1 
Now, since wk = [sk + t k ], t L t. 1 < tk and if j an integer 
0 
k-1 
which makes 0 ~ sk + t - L t. - j < 1, then 0 ~ j s nk +1. 
so 
= 
+ 
s; 
< 
1 
k-1 0 
j+ L t. 
1 
dCT 
pC (T 
P«T 
p( (T 
p( (T 
Iso 
d(T 
0 Tjx ) x, < E/2 for 0 ~ j ~ nk +2. Finally, take k 
j+ 
j+ 
k-1 
x, S + 
o 
Ln. 
o 1 
X'So 
k-1 
L n. 
0 1 
x'So 
k-1 
aCt) -
+ aCt) -
+ aCt) 
k-1 
L n i ), Cxk,sk + t -o 
k-1 
k-1 
Lt. » 
1 
o 
k-1 
L n. - j), (xk,sk + t - E t. - j» 1 1 0 0 
k-l 
k-1 j+ L n. k-l 1 
E - j), (T 0 x'Sk + t - E - n. 1 
0 0 
J'+ E n i k-1 k-1 
L ti - j), (TjXk,Sk + t - E ti - j» o x, Sk + t -
o 0 
k-1 k-l k-1 
+ aCt) - L n. - j - S - t + E t. + j \ + (l-sk-t+ E t. 1 k 1 1 0 0 0 
k-1 k-l j+ E n. j+l+ E n. 
ti -j») 
+ j) 
k-l 0 1 T.jXk ) 
1 j+1 
x, + (Sk + t - E t. - j) d(T 0 x,T Xk ) 
0 1 
k-l k-l 
0' + (l-Sk-t+ E t.+j)E/2 + (Sk+t -
o 1 
E t i -j)E/2 S; 
o 
E/2 + E/2 = E. 
Therefore, for t ~ 0, 
k-l 
~ t. 
1 
o 
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k 
~ t < ~ t. 
o 1 
we proved that 
and for t ~ 0, similar as above we can show 
Therefore ¢ has P.O.T.P. 0 
-1 
~ t < - ~ t .. 
-k+l 1 
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CHAPTEU III 
In this chapter we are going to show that a flow ~ which 
has P.O.T.P. is topologically stable under the extra property 
of "expansiveness" 
Let 9 be a continuous flow on a compact metric space (Y,d). 
De fin i t ion 3. 1. [ 2 ] 
~ is expansive if for any E > 0 there is 0 > 0 with the 
property that if x,y € Y and s:R ~ R is a continuous map with 
s(O) = 0 so that d(~tX' ~s(t)Y) < 0 for all t € R, then y = 9tX, 
with.. It I < E. 
(This definition does not depend on the choice of metric 
on Y.) 
Lemma 3.1. (Cf [2] lemma 1) 
If 9 is an expansive flow, then each fixed point of 9 is 
an isolated point. 
This lemma shows the study of expansive flows can be 
reduced to those without fixed pOints. 
Theorem 3.2. (Cf. [2] theorem 3(iv» 
Let ¢. be a .continuous flow on Y without fixed points. Then 
¢ is expansive if and only if for any E > 0, there is r > Osuch 
00 
that if t = (t.) 
l. . l.=_00 
00 
and u = (u.) 
l. . l.=_oo 
are doubly infinite sequences 
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of real numbers with U o = t = 0 0 < ti+l - t. :s; r, lui +1- u·l:s; o ' 1 1 
ti -+ co t. -+ _co as i , 
-1 
-+ co , and if x, y EO Y satisfies 
d(<P t . x , <pu. y ) :s; r for all i e: Z, then y = <PtX wLth, It I < E. 
1 1. 
Lemma 3.3. (Cf.[2], lemma 2) 
If a flow ¢ has no fixed pOints, there is To > 0 such that 
for every T satisfying 0 < T < To there exists y > 0 with 
r, 
d(<PTx,x) ~ y for all x e: Y. (In fact T is the smallest positive 
o 
number with <PT x = x, and if ¢ has no periodic points, To = 1, see [2].) 
o 
Also we need the following. 
Lemma 3.4. 
Let ¢ be a continuous flow on Y. Then for every n,T > 0 
there is A > 0 such that if d(Yl'Y2) < A, then d(¢tY1'<Pt Y2) < n 
for all t € [-T,T] , (where [-T,T] is a closed interval in R.) 
Proof: Assume the above is not true, there exist n, T > 0 such 
. 00 
that if {A.} is a sequence of positive real number with 
1 . 0 1= 
A. 0+- 0, then for every i, there exists y. ,z. e: Y, t. e: [-T,T] 
1 1 1 1 
so that d(yi,zi) < Ai but d(¢t.Yi'<P t . Zi ) ~ n. By compactness 1 1 
of Y, [-T, TJ., without loss of generality one can assume 
y. -+ y, z. -+ Z and t. -+ t where y, z, E Y, t e: [-T,Tl. dey. ,z.) < A. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
for all i implies that d(y,z) = 0 which implies y = z. And 
d(<Pt.Zi,<Pt.Yi) ~ n for all i implies d(<PtZ,<PtY) ~ n > 0 and this 
1 1 
is a contradiction. 0 
-45-' 
Lemma 3.5. 
00 Let {a..} be a family of continuous increasing functions 
J j=l 
from [O,a] into R with a.j(O) = 0 for all j and assume a.j(a) 
as j ~ 00. Then for every A, 13 > 0, there are 
with t1 < t2 such that t2 - t1 < A and a. j (t 2 ) 
(where [O,a] c R is a closed interval.) 
j and t 1 ,t2 € 
~ 00 
[0, a] 
Proof: Let {sk}n be a partition of [O,a] with mesh < A (i.e. 
o 
sk are elements in [O,a] such that So = 0 < sl < s2 < •••• < S = a n 
with sk+1 - sk < A for 0 ~ k ~ n-1.) and assume for every 
Then a.(s ) - a..(s ) < nS for all j.. J n J 0 
But a..(s ) J n a..(s ) = a..(a) ~ 00 as j ~ 00, this is a contradiction. J 0 J 
Therefore there exists a positive integer N such that for every 
j ~ N, there are sk' sk+1 € [O,a] so that a j (sk+1) - aj(sk) ~ 13. 
By continuity of a j if we take t2 = sk+1 we can choose 
tl € [sk,sk+l] such that a. j (t2 ) - a.j(t1 ) = 13. 0 
Corollary. 
00 
Let {a.} be a family of continuous increasing functions 
J j=l 
from [a,O] into R (i.e., here a < 0) with a.(O) = 0 for all j 
J 
and assume a.(a) -to _00 as j -+ 00. Then for every A,13 > 0, there 
J 
are j and t
1
,t2 € [a,O]with tl < t2 such that t2 - tl < A and 
aj (t2) - (lj(t1) = 13. 
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Proof: Exactly similar to the above. 
Let ~, ~ be two continuous flows on Y, define 
Definition 3.2 . 
sup d(~tx,~tx) 
X€X 
. A flow ~ on Y is said to be topologically stable if for 
any € > 0 there is 0 > 0 such that for every other flow ~ on 
there exists 
h:Y + Y continuous such that d(h,id) < € and h(orbit of Y)~orbit of ~. 
(This definition does not depend on the choice of metric) 
By using the above lemmas we are going to prove the following 
main theorem. 
Theorem 4. 
Every continuous expansive flow on Y without fixed pOints 
which has pseudo orbit tracing property is topologically stable. 
Proof: Given € > 0 and without loss of generality assume 
o < € < T /2 (where T as in lemma 3.3). Using1r~o~tM 3.2. 
o 0 
take 0 < r < €. Now since 0 < r < T /2, using lemma 3.3, there 
o 
is y > 0 so that d(~rY'Y) ~ y for all y € Y. From definition 
of expansiveness take E' < Y, E' < r and if d(~s(t)x'~tY) ~ E' 
for all x,y € Y and a continuous map s:R + R with s(O) = 0, then 
Y = ¢tX with It I ~ r. Also choose 0 < c < E'/12 so that 
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(a) every (o,l)-pseudo orbit is E'/12-traced by an orbit of ¢, 
(b) for every x,y € Y d(x,y) < 0 implies d(¢tx'¢tY) < E'/12 for 
all t in the closed interval [0,1]. 
Assume VJ be another continuous flow on Y with d( cj>t ,'VJ t ) < 0 for 
all t € [0,1] (d(¢t'VJ t ) = sup d(¢tX,VJtx» and fix a point y € Y. X(Y 
Since d(¢l VJ n(y),VJn+1(y» < 0 for all n € Z, therefore 
00 00 ({~ (y)} , {t = 1} ) is a (o,l)-pseudo orbit for ¢. Using 
n _00 n _00 
definition of P.O.T.P. there exists z € Y and a:R -+- R increasing 
homeomorphism with a(O) = 0 such that for t ~ ° 
d(¢a(t)z'~t_n~n(Y» < E'/12 whenever n ~ t < n + 1, n = 0,1,2, .•. , 
for t ~ 0 
d(¢a(t)z'~t+nVJ_n(Y» < E'/2 whenever -n ~ t < -n+1 n = 1,2,3, ..•. 
For the case when t ~ 0 assume m,k are positive integers such 
m m+1 that n ~ k ~ t < k ~ n+1, so 
d(VJ m 
-n k 
and from (b) above we will have 
d(¢ = d(¢ ¢ VJm(Y) I ¢t-n lVn(y)) m lj.'m(y), m m t- - k t- - k t- -k k k 
= d(¢ 1JJm Wn(y), ¢ m ¢m Wn(y» < E'/12. m t- - --n t- - --n k k k k 
cj>m VJn(Y» 
--n k 
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Therefore d(¢a(t)z, ¢t-m ~m(Y» < e'/6 whenever~ s t < m~l 
k k 
As we know for every t € R there is a sequence of rational 
m. m. 
numbers· {t ~} such that t ~ -+ t so c,:t ~o\\o wS from above that 
1 1 
d(¢a(t)z,<j> ~m. (y) ) < £' /6 for all i. m. 
1 1 t--t. ti 1 
Similar ideas can be carried on when t s 0, so this means that 
we proved here for an orbit (~tY) there exists a point z € Y 
t€R 
and an increasing homeomorphism a:R -+ R with a(O) = 0 such that 
Assume z' € Y and a' :R -+ R increasing homeomorphism with a(O) = 0 
and such that we have also 
Then d(¢a(t)z,<j>a'(t)z') S e'/3 for all t € R. Using expansiveness 
and the way we choose e' implies z, = ¢tZ with It I S r < E. It 
means that we proved every orbit of ~ is E'/6-traced by a unique 
orbit of <p. 
Now for y € Y define the set A as follows y 
Ay ={x E Y: for every n,T > 0, there exists a homeomorphism 
a:R -+ R with a(O) = 0 such that 
d(<Pa(t)X, ~tY) < e'/6 + n for all t E [-T,T]}. 
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Now from (i) above we know that (~tY) is uniquely traced by 
tER 
an orbit of ¢ say (¢tz) ,we want to show 
tER 
(1) A C (¢tz) and time diameter of A < E, 
y - tER Y 
(2) Ay is a closed set in Y. 
To prove (1) as we know Z E Ay ' (i.e., d(¢~(t)z,WtY) ~ E'/6 for 
all t ER) assume' {ni}~' {Ti}~ are sequences of positive real 
numbers such that n. ~ 0, T. ~ 00 as i ~ 00. If x E A , there are 
1 1 Y 
ai:R ~ R homeomorphisms with ai(O) = 0 such that 
d(¢a.(t)x,WtY) < E'/6 + ni for all t E [-Ti,Ti ]. 
1 
Using (i) we have 
Since n. ~ 0, 
1 
without loss of generality assume n. < E'/6 
1 
for all i. Take Ti = min {\(a(Ti)I,la(-Ti)I};(min{a,b} = minimum 
of a, b) • It is dean. that T! ~ 00 as i ~ 00, so 
1 
d(¢ 1( lX, ¢ z) < E'/3 + n. for all u E [-T!, T!]. a.a- u u 1 1 1 
1 
Denote y. = CL. a -1 if;.. is c/ea.1l.. y. : R ~ R is increasing homeomorphism 
. 1 1 1 
with y.(O) = 0 for all i. By continuity of y. choose 0 < S. < n 
1 1 1 
such that lu-u'l < s. implies Iy. (u) - y. (u') I < r. Now, take 
111 
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for all u E [-T!, T!], 
1 1 
hence ly i +1(u) - yi(u)1 < r because E' < Y and continuity of 
Yi +l' Yi and also because yi +1(0) = y. (0) = o. 1 From this it is 
clear that one can take ~. with 0 < ~. < r such that 
1 1 
U :5 T! < u' and lu'-ul < ~. impl~ " 
1 1 
< r. 
00 Fix i and define a sequence (u.) of real numbers such that 
J _00 
Uo = 0, u. < u j +1 ' u. -+ 00 as j -+ 00 u j -+ _00 as j -+_00 and J J , 
uj +1 - u. < min' {~i,si} if u. E [O,Tl] for j ~ 1 and J J 
uj +1 - u. < min {~. ,s.} if u j +1 E [-T! ,0] for j :5 -1. It follows J 1 1 1 
that if we take tj = 'Y. (u. ) if u. E [-T! , T! ] and t. = Yi+1(U j ) 1 J J 1 1 J 
if u. E [-T1+1 , -T! ] u [T! , Ti+1] and so on that I t j +1 - tjl < r J 1 1 
for all j E Z and to = u = ° and 0 
d(¢t.X' ¢u.z) < E' < r for all j E Z. 
J J 
Using theon.ern.3.2 we. ~~e. that x = ¢tZ with I t I < E and this proves 
(1). 
Now to prove (2) because of (1) we only need to show 
that Ay is closed in the orbit (¢tz) with relative topology. 
t€R 
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Let z' be a limit point of A and assume z I E (<Ptz) . 
y tER 
Take {zi} be a sequence in Ay such that zi + Z. Given n, T > 0 
homeomorphisms with a.(O) = 0 such that 
l. 
d(<Pa .(t)Zi'1Vt Y) < E I /6 + n/2 for all t € [-T,T], all i. 
l. 
Now since all z. and z are in the same orbit within time distance 
l. 
E < To' there exists an integer N large enough such that 
Hence 
So 
d(<Pa.(t)Zi' ¢a.(t)z') < n/2 for all t € R, all i ~ N. 
l. l. 
d(<Pa.(t)ZI ,1Vt Y) < E'/6 + n for all t ~ R. 
1 
It means that z' € A and this proves (2). y 
In order to be able to define a function h on Y we need to select 
a certain point in the set A in this way. "A point x € A is Y Y 
called a largest limit of A (l.l.Ay) if and only if x = <P x' y w 
wi th w ~ ° for all x' € A ~I. This point x = 1.1.A is-th..e.unique y y 
point in Ay with this property. Define h:Y + Y by 
hey) = 1.1. Ay for all y € Y. 
By uniqueness of 1.1. Ay this function is well defined, from 
definition of rly' if x € Ay we have for every n, T > 0, there 
is a homeomorphism a:R + R with a(O) = 0 s.t. 
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d(~a(t)x, Wty) < E'/6 + n for all t € [-T,Tl. 
If we take n < E'/2, then at t = 0, d(x,y) < E' < E. And this 
means that d(y,~.~.Ay) < E ==> d(h;l) < E (I is the identity 
map on Y). 
Now to show h(orbit of W) ~ (orbit of ¢). Let y € Y, as we show 
above the orbit (Wty) is E'/6-traced by a unique orbit of ¢ 
t€R 
say (¢tZ ) (i.e., a:R + R increasing homeomorphism with 
t€R 
a(O) = 0 such that 
Let W y be another point in the (Wty) • Obviously 
u t€R 
d(¢a(t+u)-a(u) ¢a(u)z,Wt Wuy) = d(¢a(t+ut' Wt +U ) ~ E'/6 for 
all t € R. Now if we take yet) = a(t+u) - a(u), y:R + R is 
increasing homeomorphism with yeO) = 0 (i.e., a reparametrization 
for the orbit (¢tZ)t€R). Therefore ¢a(u)z € Awu(Y) and this 
means that h (orbit of W) c (orbit of ¢). 
A y,n,T 
To show h is continuous, let n, T > 0, Y € Y and define 
= {x: there exists a homeomorphism a:R + R with a(O) = 0 
such that d(¢a(t)x,wty) < s' /6 + n for all t € [-T,T]}. 
Properties of such sets are 
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(a) nl ~ n2 > 0 => A y,nl,T ::I A y,n2 ,T 
for all y E: Y, T e: R, 
(b) o < Tl ~ T2 => A y,n,T1 
::I A for all y E: Y, n e: R, 
.- y,n,T2 
(c) o > 
(d) if 
ni 
n1 ~ n2 and 0 < Tl ~ T => A ::I 2 y,nl,T1 -
{nil, {Ti } 
+ 0 and 
A 
Y 
Ti 
= n 
i 
are sequences of positive 
+ 00 as i + 00, 
AT' y, n·, . 1 1 
then 
real 
) 
A y,n2,T2 
numbers 
For more properties we need to prove several lemmas: 
Lemma 3.6. 
For every A > 0, Y E Y there are n,T > 0 such that 
d(x,Ay ) < A for all x E Ay,n,T' 
for all 
with 
Proof: Assume {nil , {Ti } are sequences of positive real numbers 
with n· + 0, T. + 00 as i +00 and also assume n. < €'/6 for all i. 1 1 1 
Also assume {z1'} is a sequence of points such that zi E: A T 
y, ni' i 
Y E Y, 
for all i and zi + Z as i + 00. From definition of A T we~~ve y , n i , i 
that there are 0i:R + R homeomorphisms with 0i(O) = 0 for all i 
such that 
* ----d(¢ (t)z1·,tptY) < E'/6 + n. for all t € [-T.,T.], all i € Z. 
'J i 1 1 1 
Since z1' + Z, one can take sequences{w.1 {S.} of positive real 
1 1 
numbers with ai + 0, Wi + 00 as l + 00 such that 
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Also fix X large enough so that for all j ~ i ~ N we have 
d(¢tz , '~tz,) < e. for all t € [-w. ,w.] ~ J 1 1 1 
and also without loss of generality take B. < E'/6 for all 
1 
i ~ N. Therefore 
-1 Now to show a i (wi) ~ 00 as i ~ 00, assume not. (i.e., 3a positive 
-1 
constant such that a. (w.) ~ a for all i ~ N.) Therefore 
~ 1 
W. ~ a.(a) for all i ~ N, but w. ~ 00 as i ~ 00 ==> a.(a) ~ 00 
1 1 . 1 ~ 
as i ~ 00 Now without loss of generality take N large enough 
such that a in the domain of a. for all i ~ N. (i.e., 
1 
a € [-T. ,T.] for all i ~ N.). Using lemma 3.5 and the idea 
1 ~ 
that aj(a) ~ 00 as j ~ 00 implies the existence of t1 ; t2 are 
real numbers in [O,a], there exists j ~ N so that tl is very 
close to t2 to make d(W
t1
y,w
t2
y) < 0 and a j (t2 ) - a j (t1 ) = r. 
The way we defined r in the beginning and using lemma 3.3 we 
will have 
d(~ (t )z., ~ (t )z.) ~ Y > E' 
a j 1 J a j 2 J 
But using * above we have 
---- ** 
d(¢ (t )z., ¢ (t )z.) ~ d(¢ .(t)z., Wt y) + d(Wt Y, 1iJt Y) a j 1 J Ct j 2 J a J 1 J 1 1 2 
+d(¢ (t )z.,lJI t Y) < E'/3 + 2n. + 0 < E'/3 + E'/3 + E'/12 = 9£' /12 Ct j 2 J 2 ~ 
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and this contradicts **. Hence u~1(w.) + 00, similarly 
J J 
-1 
u. (w.) + _00 as j + 00. So one can assume that there are 
J J 
sequence of posi ti ve real numbers {13.} , {v.} with 13. + 0, 
1. 1. 1. 
v. + 00 such that 
1. 
Using * we have 
< E'/6 + n. + 13. for all t € [-k. ,k.] 
1 1. 1. 1. 
Hence z € A for all i. y,n i +l3 i ,k i 
i + 00, therefore z € A . 
Y 
for all i, then d(z,A ) ~\A. 
Y 
This is a contradiction and 
finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.7. 
For every A > 0 there are n,T > 0 such that for every y € Y, 
d(x,A ) < A for all x € A T" y Y,n, 
Proof: For every point y € Y, let U be a neighbourhood of y y 
with the property that 
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where ny, Ty' are taken as in lerr~a 3.6 (i.e., d(x,Ay ) < A/2 
for all x € AT). Let x be any 'point in Ay ' ny T . y,n y ' y , :2' y 
There exists a:R + R homeomorphism with a(O) = 0 such that 
for t € [-T ,T ]. Y Y 
Hence 
Obviously this means that A • y c Ay ' n T y, Y 
for all y' € U • 
Y 
By compactness of Y, there are pOints Yl'Y2' ... 'Yk with an open 
cover U1 ,U2 , ... ,Uk and n1 , n2' ... , nk ,T1 ,T2 ... Tk taken as above. 
Let n = min {n.}, 
l~i~k 1 
T = max {T.}. 
l~i~k 1 
Now if y' be any point in Y, 
there exists j, 1 ~ j ~ k such that y' € U .• 
J 
therefore if we take z € A, /2 T we will have d(z,A ) < A/2. y ,n , Yj 
Since A , c A, /2 TeA T' we have y y ,n , - yj,n, 
d(A "A) < A/2. Hence y y 
d(z,A ,) ~ d(z,A ) + d(A ,A ,) < A. 0 
y Yj Yj Y 
Lemma 3.8. 
Let {y.}, {z.} be sequences of points in Y. Then if 
1 1 
Z. € A for all i, z. + z, y. + y, then Z € A . 
1 y. 1 1 Y 
1 
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Proof: Take {A.} to be a sequence of positive real number 
1. 
such that A. ~ o. 
1. 
Using lemma 3.7, there are n. ,T. > 0 
1. 1. 
such that d(x,Ay) < Ai for all x € A T and for every y,n i , i 
y € Y. Since y. ~ y there is a subsequence {yo } of {y.} 
1. Ji 1. 
satisfies 
But 
n. 
<-1:. 
2 for t € [-T.,T.l, all i. 1. 1. 
therefore there are homeomorphisms a.:R ~ R 
1. 
with a.(O) = 0 such that 
1 
So 
for t € [-T.,T.l. 
1. 1 
d(¢ (t)z, ,WtY) ~ d(ep (t)z. ,Wty· ) + a. J. a. J. J. 
1. 1 1. 1. 1 
d(~tYj.,WtY) < E'/6 + ni for t € [-Ti,Til. 
1. 
It means that Z. € A T for all i. Bu 
Ji y,ni'i \oJ 
Lemma 3.7, we have d(z. ,A ) < A. for all i. But z. ~ z, J i Y 1 Ji 
A. ~ 0, therefore d(z,A ) = O. A is closed set, hence z € A. 0 
1 Y Y Y 
Now, we are gOing to use the above lemmas to show that h is 
continuous, for this assume {y i }, {Zi} are sequence of pOints in Y 
such that Z. = ~.~. A for all i and assume y. ~ Y and z = ~.~. A . 
1 Yi 1 Y 
We want to show that {z.} is a convergent sequence, Z ... z? 
1 1 
From compactness of Y, {z.} has a convergent subsequence, so 
1 
without loss of generality assume z. ~ Zl, obvious from lemma 
1 
3.8. Zl € A • 
Y 
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Let x be any point in A and let {\.} be a convergent sequence Y l. 
of positive real numbers with 0 as the only limit. Choose 
n.,T. > 0 as in lemma 3.7. If y. + y, there exists a subsequence 
l. l. l. 
{Yk .} such that ]. 
for t € [-T. ,T.l, all i. 
l. l. 
Since x € Ay' there exists a homeomorphism ~i:R + R with ~(O) = 0 
such that 
Therefore 
for t € [-T., T . ] . 
l. l. 
From this we have x € A and using lemma 3.7 implies 
Yk ' n· , T. i 1 l. 
that d(x,A ) < Ai for all i. 
Yk . 1 
Choose ~. € A such that 
l. Yk. 
d(X,xk .) 
1 
= d(x,A ) = 
Yk. 
1 
l. 
(This can be done because A 
Yk . 
1 
is 
closed.) Obviously ~. ~ X. 
1 
Since zk. = ~.~.A , there are 
1 Yk . 
with w ~ 
Also Zk. 
1 
1 
+ ZI, hence Zl = ¢ X 
W 
o for every x € A and this means that Zl is the larger y 
limit of A. But the larger limit of A is unique, so z = z'. y Y 
So we proved that every convergent subsequence of {z.} has z as 
1 
a limit and this means th~t zi ~ z. This shows that h is continuous 
and complete the proof of theorem 4. 0 
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Remark 3.1 
(a) For the set A , Y € Y in the above theorem one can y 
select another point in Ay in the following way: 
"A point x € A is called a smallest limit of A (s.R..A) if y y y 
and only if x = ¢ x' with w ~ 0 for all x' 
w € A " y' 
It is obvious this point x = s.R..A is a unique point in A 
Y- Y 
with this property. Define h':Y + Y by 
h'(y) = s.R..A . 
Y 
Using the same idea as the proof of theorem 4 one can show also 
that h' is a conjugating map near I (i.e., d(h' ,I) < E, h'(orbit 
of ~) ~ (orbit of ¢).) Hence the above map h in the theorem 4 
is not unique. 
(b) In theorem 4 if Y is a compact manifold and € sufficiently 
small, then d(h,I) < E implies that h maps Y onto Y ([17] p.36). 
(c) In theorem 4, let y € Y and assume y is a periodic 
point with respect to flow 1p (i.e., 3t' > 0 such that 
Wnt,y = y for all n). As we know (WtY) is €'/6-traced by a 
tER 
unique orbit (¢tz) (i.e., ~:R + R homeomorphism with 
tER 
a(O) = 0 such that 
Define y:R + R by 
yet') = ~(t+t') - aCt'), 
obvious that y is a homeomorphism and yeO) = o. 
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Therefore 
It means that ¢a(t')z E Ay ' since diam Ay < E implies that 
¢a(t')z = ¢wz with Iwl < E. Hence Z is also a periodic point. 
So this means every periodic orbit.of ~ is traced by a periodic 
orbit ¢ (i.e., h maps periodic orbits of ~ into periodic orbits 
of ¢). If y is a fixed pOint (i.e., ~tY = Y for all t E R), 
then t' = 0 and this means that Z = ¢ Z with Iwl < E (i.e., Z 
w 
is of period w). But E is chosen in the theorem 3 to be < T 12, o 
this is a contradiction and hence this means that for every 
flow ~ on Y with (¢t'~t) < 8 for all t E [0,11 has no fixed 
points. 
(d) In theorem 4 assume the orbit (~tY) is E'/6-traced 
tER 
by an orbit (¢tz) (i.e., hey) = z). As we know such an orbit 
tER 
(¢tz) is unique. 
tER 
Also assume z, E (¢tz) (i.e., :3t' such 
tER 
that z' = ¢t'z). Now as we know 
d(¢a(t)z, ~tY) ~ E'/6 for all t E R and for some homeomorphisms 
a:R -+ R with a(O) = 0, so if we take yet) = a(t+t") - a(t") 
[y is a homeomorphism with aCO) = 0.], then 
d(¢y(t)¢a(t")z, ~t+t"Y) = d(¢a(t+tll)Z' 1jJt+t"Y) ~ E'/6 
-1 for all t E R, where til = a (t'). 
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This means that <P t , Z e: A,,, y => z, e: A y. Hence this shows 
'l't" 1/it" 
that for every z, e: (<P t z ) there exists y' e: (1/itY) such te:R te:R 
th a t z' E Ay '. ( i . e ., y' = 1/i t " Y ) 
Lemma 3.9. 
Let {a.} be a family of continuous increasing functions 
J 
from [-Wj,Wj ] into R with aj(O) = 0 for all j and assume 
w. + 00 as j + 00 and assume a.(w.) ~ b for all j (b is a constant 
J J J 
positive real number). Then for every A, ~ > 0, there exists j 
and there are t 1 ,t2 in [O,wj ] with tl < t2 such that t2 - tl = a, 
a j (t2 ) - a j (t1 ) < A. 
n. 
Proof: For each j, let {so } ~ be the partition of [O,w
J
.] 
Jk 0 
(i.e., S. = 0 
Jo 
•••• < s . = w.) wi th S. 
J k J Jk +1 
= a 
for all 0 ~ k ~ n.-1. It is clear that n. + 00 as j + 00. Now 
J J 
as s ume a. (s ... ) - a. (s. ) ~ A for all j an d 0 ~ k ~ n. -1 . It 
J -\:+1 J Jk J 
means that a.(w.) - a.(O) ~ A. n. + 00 as j + 00 This is a 
J J J. J 
contradiction with the hypothesis. 0 
Corollarv 
• 
If {a.} as in lemma 3.8 and if b < a.(-w.) for all j (b is 
J J J 
a negative constant real number), then for every A, S > 0, there 
exists j and there are t 1 ,t2 in [-wj,O] with tl < t2 such that 
t2 - tl = S,aj (t2 ) - aj(t1 ) < A. 
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Proof: Exactly similar as above. 
Theorem 5. 
In the statement of theorem 4 if W is also expansive, then 
h is injective. 
In particular, for every y € Y with hey) = z, 
is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: From remark 3.1(c) we know W has no fixed points, so 
take E in the theorem 4 to be also < T~ /2 (T~ is taken from 
lemma 3.3 with respect to ~), take ~ > 0 such that d(~EX'X) ~ ~ 
for all x € Y. Now using the expansiveness condition of ¢ choose 
e such that d(Ws (t)Yl,Wt Y2) < 4e for all t € R implies that 
Yl = ¢wY2 with Iwl < E for all Y1 'Y2 € Y and s:R 4 R continuous 
with s(O) = O. In theorem 4 choose r small enough such that 
x = ¢ Y ==> d(x,y) < e for all X,Y € Y. Also in theorem 4, take 
r 
E' with E' < ~ , E' < e. Now define for every z € Y in which 
hey) = z a set 
Bz = \ y: y € Y such that z € Ay 1 
Fix Y € B we want to show first that B 
z z 
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diam B < E. From definition A if we have two sequences Z y 
{n.}, {T.} of positive real number with n. ~ 0, T. ~ 00 as 
l. 1 1 1 
i ~ 00, then there are a family {a.} of continuous increasing l.. 
functions from [-Ti,Ti ] into R with ai(O) = 0 for all i such 
that 
* d(CPa..(t)Z,1J!tY) < EI/6 + ni for all t € [-Ti,Ti ], all i. 
1 
Now without loss of generality assume n. < EI/6 for all i. For 
1 
j ;:: i we have 
< EI/3 + 2n. for all t € [-T.,T.]. 
l. 1 1 
Therefore for all j ;:: i we have 
d( cpa. ( t ) Z , cpa. (t)z) < E I < Y all t € [-T. , T. ] 1 1 
J l. 
Using lemma 3.3 and continuity of ai' a. with a. (0) = a. (0) = J l. J 
we should have, 
* \a.(t) - a..(t)\ <r for all j ~ i, all t € [-T.,T.]. J l. 1 1 
Now to show a..(T.) -+ 00 as i -+ 00 , assume not (i.e., 3b, b is 
1 1 
positive constants.t.a.(T.) :5 b), using lemma 3.9, (-3j) and 
1 1 
there are tl < t2 in [O,Tj ] such that t2 - tl = E but 
a. j (t 2) - a.j(t1 ) is small enough so that d(~a.j(t2)Z'~a.j(tl)Z) 
But 
d(~a.j(t2)Z, 1J!t
2
Y) < EI/6 + nj , 
d(¢a.j<t1)Z' ~tlY) < EI/6 + nj . 
0 
< o. 
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Therefore 
but since t2 - tl = E ==> d(~t Y, Wt y) ~ ~ > 1 2 
E' • 
This is a contradiction. Therefore a.(T.)~ 00. 
J J 
So without loss 
of generality we can assume ~ha~ that we have {a.} sequence of 
J 
increasing maps from [-T.,T.1 into R such that for fixed i we 
1 1 
have 
( a) 
(b) 
for all t ~ [-T., T . ], j ~ i 
J J 
range of a. is contained in the interior of the 
J 
ran ge 0 f a. j + 1 . 
Now define a:R ~ R be a homeomorphism as follows: 
a = a. on [-T.,T.], 
1 1 1 
as we know !a.+1(T.) - a.(T·)1 < r so there is a continuous 
1 1 1 1 
decreasing function on [Ti,Ti +1 ] such that 
if we carryon in the same manner we hav~ such a homeomorphism 
a:R ~R with 0.(0) = 0. Now pick t e: R, say first t > 0, 
so 
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< e, 
d(¢a(t)z, ~tY) ~ d(¢a(t)z, ¢a
j
+
1
(t)Z) 
d(¢a
j
+
1
(t)Z, ~tY) < e + E'/6 + nj 
< 2e. 
+ 
So this means that if z e: Ay' 3a:R -+- R homeomorphism with 
a(O) = 0 such that d(¢a(t)z, ~tY) < 2e all t e: R. 
Now assume Y1'Y2 e: Bz ==> Z e: A , z e: A using the above Y1 Y2 
conclusion implies that there are a1 ,a2 :R -+- R homeomorphisms 
with a1(0) = a2(0) = 0 respectively such that 
d(¢a
1
(t)z, ~tY1) < 2e 
d(¢a
2
(t)z, ~tY2) < 2e 
all t e: R, 
all t e: R. 
So d(~ -1 Y1' ~ 1 Y) < 4e all t e: R, using expansive 
,a1 (t) a; (t) 2 
definition of ~ we have Y1 = ¢wY2 with Iwl < E, and this means 
that B c (~tY) and time diameter of B
z 
< E. 
Z - te:R 
Now to show B is closed, assume y. -+- x where Y
1
' e: Ball i, so 
z 1 z 
z e: A 
Yi 
all i. 
fore B is closed set. 
z 
Lemma 3.8 implies z e: A => x e: B , there-x J z 
Now to prove that Y is the smallest limit of B if and only if 
z 
z is the largest limit of A. Assume y = s.i. B but z is not y z 
i.i. A , 
Y 
so there is x e: A such that x = ¢ z with w > 0 (definition y w 
of t.i. A ). y Given n,T > 0 there is y:R ~ R homeomorphism with 
yeO) = 0 such that 
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d(¢y(t)X, ~tY) < E'j6 + naIl t € [-T,Tl. 
Let v be a negative real number such that y(v) = -w, define 
~:R + R to be ~(t) = y(t+v) - y(v); it is clear y is a homeo-
morphism with yeO) = 0, 
Hence z € A". ==> ~ Y € B. This is a contradiction because ~vy v z 
v < a and y = s.~.B. The other way is just similar so we have 
z 
z = ~.~. A if and only if y = s.~. B . y z 
Hence h should be 1-1 because if h(Y1) = h(Y2) = z, then Y1'Y2 
are both smallest limit of B
z
. This means that Y1 = Y2. 
Also if hey) = z one can define on the orbit (¢tz) a 
t€R 
p(z) = s.~.B 
z 
using similar ideas to the proof of theorem 4 one can easily 
show that p is continuous on (¢tz ) and p 0 hj(~tY) 
t€R t€R 
hj(~ y) 0 p = I where I is the identity map. 
t t€R 
= 
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Hence h/(1jJ y) 
t t€R 
is a homeomorphism 
and this finishes the proof of theorem 5. 0 
Corollary. 
If h in the theorem 5 is onto, then h is a homeomorphism. 
So in the statement of theorem 4 if Y is a compact manifold 
and € sufficiently small and 1jJ is also expansive, then the stable 
map h is a homeomorphism on Y. 
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CHAPTER IV 
In this chapter we are going to define a "finite P.O.T.P." 
for the flows· This notion is important not only for theoretical 
reasons, but also because it is easier to check finite P.O.T.P .• 
First we are going to show how the "finite P.O.T.P" will imply 
P.O.T.P for almost all cases and secondly, we show every topologically 
stable smooth flow without fixed points on a compact manifold has 
P.O.T.P. 
Let ~ be a continuous flow on a compact metric space (Y,d). 
Definition 4.1. 
A flow ¢ is said to have a "finite pseudo orbit "tracing 
property" (finite P.O.T.P.) if for every e: > 0, there is <5 > 0 
such that every finite (c,l)-pseudo orbit is e:-traced by an 
orbi t of ~. 
See chapter~ for definition of finite (o,l)-pseudo orbit. 
This definition does not depend on the choice of metric on Y. 
Lemma 4.1. 
Let ¢ have no fixed points. Then there exists T > 0 such 
a 
that if 0 < T < T , there is ~ > 0 such that d(x,v) < ~ implies o w 
that d(¢Tx,y) > ~ for all x,y € Y. 
Proof: 
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From lemma 3.3 such T exists with the property that 
o 
if 0 < T < To' there is y > 0 such that d(~TxJx) ~y all x € Y. 
Take A < y/2 and assume d(x,y) < A. 
Hence, 
Proposition 4.1. 
Every flow with no fixed points andWLtkfinite P.O.T.P., 
has P.O.T.P. 
Proof: Using lemma 3.3 and without loss of generality assume 
o < E < To' E < ! and take y as in lemma 3.3, choose 0 < E' < y/4, 
E' < E/4 such that x = 9t Y with It I < E' implies that d(x,y) < E/4. 
Also take 0 < A < E' which satisfies lemma 4.1 (i.e., 
d(x,y) < A ==> d($~,x,y) > A) with respect to E' and take 
o < 0 < ~'WhiCh satisfies the following: 
(a) Every finite (o,l)-pseudo orbit is ~ traced by an orbit 
of ¢. 
(b) 
(c) 
A d(x,y) < 0 ==> d(¢tX'~tY) < 4 for all t € [0,2]. 
x = ~tY with It I < c ==> d(x,y) < ~. 
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From the hypothesis for every integer k > 0, there exists 
-1 k-1 
zk € Y and a continuous increasing map Ctk : [- Lt., L t.] ~ R 
-k 1 0 1 
with Ctk(O) = 0 such that for t ~ 0 
< ~ n-1 n (*) d(<PCtk(t)Zk' <P n-1 x ) for L t. ~ t < L t i , 0 t- L t. n 4 1 
1 0 0 
0 
for t. < 0 
-1 -1 
d ( <P "'k ( t ) zk' <P n -1 x ) < 4A for - Lt. . ~ t < - Lt. ~ t+ L t. -n -n 1 -n+1 1 
1 
o 
Since Y is compact, so wi thout 
-1 
loss of generality assume 
k-1 
~ n ~ k-1, 
Zk ~ z, also call each [- Lt., 
-k 1 
L til domain of Ctko Let {Ti } 
o 
be a sequence of positive real number such that Ti ~ 00 as i ~ 00 
Also without loss of generality we can assume that 
Hence 
d(m A -1 -1 
'i'Ct.(t)Z'<PCt.(t)Z) < 4 for t € [Ct. (-T.), Ct. (T.)], all i. 
1 1 1 111 
Now we want to show a:1(T.) 
1 1 
~ 00 , 
-1 a. ( -T .) ~ _00 
1 1 
as i ~ 00 Assume 
not, that is, there exists a positive constant real number such 
-1 that a i (Ti ) ~ a for all i. Since Ti ~ 00, there is a positive 
integer N such that a in the domain of a.(a € [-T. ,T.]) for all 
1 1 1 
i ~ N.). Therefore Ti ~ Cti(a) ~ 00 as i ~ 00, using lemma 3.5 there 
exists j ~ N and there are ul ,u2 in the domain of Ct j with ul ~ u2 
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such that u2-ul < 0 and a. j (u2 ) - Ctjeu1) = e: 
Now if 
n-1 
i' 
.... 
0 
d(¢ 
t. 
1 
u -1 
:s; u l < u2 
n-l x, 
r: .t. n 
o 1 
< 
n 
L t. , then 
1 0 
Using (*) abcve we will have 
+ 
< 
d(¢ (,. )z., ¢ (u )z.) :s; 
Ct j ~l J a. j 2 J 
d(¢ n-l x, ¢ n-1 x) + 
- t n ~ t n U1- - i U2- ~ . 00 1 
n-l x) 
L t. n 
1 
o 
d(¢ (u )z., ¢ n-1 x) 
a. J. 2 J U _ L t n 2 i 
o 
This is a contradiction. For the other case, that is 
n-l n 
L ti < u l < Lti :s; u2 we have 
o 0 
d(¢ L-l x 
n' ¢ n x ) :s; d(¢ 
u1- : t. U -
Lt. n+l 
1 2 1 
0 0 
+ d(¢ n-l x ¢ n xn+1 ). n' U - ":' t. U - Lt. ... 2 1 2 0 1 0 
n-1 
U - L t. 1 1 0 
x 
n' ¢ 
U -2 
n-l x) 
L t. n 
o 1 
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n 
Since 0 ~ u -2 L: ti < tn+1 < 2 and d(<P t x ,x +1) < 0, weha-ve o n n n 
that 
d(<P n <P t xn' ep n x+1) < A/4. 
u2 - Lti n u2 - L:ti n o 0 
Therefore 
d(ep n x ) < A/4. 
u -2 
n-1 x, <P 
L t. n 
o 1 
Lt. n+1 u2 - l. 
o 
Using the above inequality, we have 
n-1 x, <p n x +1) < A/2. 
E ti n u 2 - Eti n 
o 0 
Also (*) implies that 
d(If, (u )z., If, ( )z.) ~aj 1 J ~aj u2 J 
<p n x +1) + d(<P (u )z., <p n x +1) < A. 
u - E t. n a J. 2 J Lt. n 2 l. u2- l. 
o 0 
Also this is a contradiction because a j (u2 ) - a j (u1 ) = 
d(<P (u )z., <P eu )z.) > A. 
a j 1 J a j 2 J 
The same idea as above can be applied when t < O. 
E => 
Hence without loss of generality one can assume that there exists 
a positive integer N and a sequence {w.} of positive real numbers 
1 
with wi ~ 00 as i ~ 00 such that 
A 
d[<P N .(t)Zl·' <P z.] < 4 for t € [-w.,w.], j ~ i ~ N. 
u a 1·m 1 1 1 . 
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· Now to show also a.. (w .) -+- 00, a.. (-W.) -+- _00 as j -+- 00 
J J J J Assume 
not (i.e., :3b > 0 such that~j(wj) < b for all j ~ N), using 
lemma 3.9, there exists j ~ N and there are u1 ,u2 € [o,wj ] with 
u1 < u2 s.t. u2 - u 1 = E, a. j (u2 ) - a.j(U1 ) < o. Now 
implies that d(¢ ( )z., ¢a. (u )zJ') < \/4. 
a. j u 1 J j 2 
n-l 
But (*) implies that in the case Lt. ~ 
o 1 
d( ¢ ( ) Z ., ¢ n-l x) 
a. J. u 1 J L t. n u 1- 1 o 
This is a contradiction because u2 - u1 = E. lemma 3.3 
=> 
Now if 
n-1 n 
E ti < u1 < Et. ~ 
00 1 
~ y > ")../4. 
u2 ' then 
d(¢ n-l xn ' ¢ n x +1) ~ d(¢ (u )z., ¢ n-1 x) u 1- L t 1. u -E t. n a. j 1 J t- E t. n o 2 0 1 0 1 
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n 
Now since d(¢t xn 'xn+1 ) < o. 0 < u2 -Et. < 2 implies that n 0 1 
d(¢ n-1 xn' ¢ n-1 x) ~ 
E t E t. n u 1- i u2- 1 o 0 
+ 
d(¢ n-1 x,¢ n x 1) 
u1- E t. n u2-Et. n+ o 1 0 1 
This also is a contradiction because u2 - u1 = A, lemma 3.3 
Same idea as above can be applied when t < O. 
Hence without loss of generality one can assume that there exists 
a positive integer N such that each ~., j ~ N has a domain 
J 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
w. -+ 00 as j -+ 00, 
J 
d( ¢ ) < ~ f 11 t [ ] 9
ai (t)Zi' ui(t)Zj 4 or a € -Wj,Wj , 
all j ~ i ~ N, 
the range of u. is contained in the interior of the 
1 
range of ui +1 ' for all i ~ N. 
Fix i ~ N and decompose R as union of the following closed 
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From (*) we have 
d(¢ (t)z'+1' ¢a.(t)zJ') 
a j +1 J J 
d(¢ (t)z'+1' ¢ n-1 x) + d(~N.(t)zJ" ¢ n-1 x) 
a J'+1 J t- L t. n ~ t- L t. n 1 J 1 
o 0 
< 
A A 4 + 4 = 1./2 for all t € [-wj,wjl, all j ~ i also from 
apply lemma 4.1 implies that 
Define a:R + R to be a = a. on [-w. ,w.l, now as we know 
111 
la.(w.) - a.+1(w.)\ < £', so there is a continuous decreasing 1 1 1 1 
and \a(t) - a i +1(t)1 < £' for t € [wi ,wi +1L if we carryon in 
the same manner we will have such a homeomorphism a:R + R with 
a(O) = O. Now pick t € R, say first t > 0 and without loss of 
generality assume t € [wj ,wj +1 l. So la(t) - Qj+1(t)1 < £', 
n-1 n 
using (*) and (iii) and assuming L ti ~ t < Lti we will have 
o 0 
d(¢a(t)z, ¢ n-1 x) ~ 
t- ~ t. n 
o 
1 
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+ d(</> (t)z, 
Ct j +1 
+ d(</> z'+1' </> n-1 x) 
Ct j +1 J t- L t. n 
o 1. 
A A 
< £/4 + 4 + 4 < £. 
Similar ideas can be applied when ~ < O. Using proposition 2.1 
</> has P.O.T.P. and the proof is co~plete. 0 
Proposition 4.2. 
Let </> be a continuous flow on a compac~metric space with 
the property: For every £ > 0, there is 0 > Osuch that every 
k {t.}k ) s 2, finite (o,1)-pseudo orbit ( {x, } , with 1 s A. is 
1. -k 1. -k 1. 
£-traced by an orbit of </>. Then 9 has the finite pseudo orbit 
tracing property. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the one in proposition 2.1. 
Corollary. 
In the statement of proposition 4.2 if </> has no fixed 
points, then ¢ has P.O.T.P. 
Let ¢ be a C' flow on a compact manifold M generated by 
a vector field X = ¢., ([16]) and let i(</» = {x;¢·x = O} 
(i.e., i,.(¢) is a set of fixed points). 
Now given a non-zero vector Y € T M where x ¢ [(</» and 
x 
define the inclination of Y relath'e to ¢ to be the length 
of the normalized difference, that is 
o(Y) Il ly 1 ¢. II 
= wn - 11$-.11 x 
x 
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Lemma 4.2. (Cf. [18] lemma 9) 
Given 8 ~ ° and a flow ~ on M. Suppose y is a 2 curve 
in M [an embedded closed interval or circle] such that at each 
point x in the image o! y one of the following conditions hold: 
(i) II~· II < 8/2, 0:-x 
(ii) x ¢ 1- (~), and y has inclination CJ < E / II ¢ ·11 at x. 
Then, given any neighbourhood U of the image of y, there 
exists a flow ~ on M satisfying 
(a) ~ = cp. off U 
• 
(b) II ~ .... ¢ • II < 8 o~ ~J. 
(c) y is a (segment of an) integral curve of ~. 
Now using the corollary of proposition 4.2 and the above 
lemmas one can show the following important result. 
Theorem 6. 
Let cp be a C1 flo~ without fixed points on a compact 
manifold M. If cP is tcpologically stable, then <P has pseudo 
orbit tracing property. 
Proof: Given 8 > 0, without loss of generality take To as in 
lemma 4.1 and assume ° < 8 < To' choose 0 < £' < £/3 such that 
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if x = ~tY with It I < €' implies that d(x,y) < €/3. Take 
€" < €' as in lemma 4.1 (i.e., d(x,y) < €" => d(~€, x,y) > €"). 
Also take ° < E; < €" such that d(x,y) < E; implies that 
d(~tx'~tY) < €" for all t € [0,2]. Using definition 3.2 (i.e., 
definition of topologically stable), there exists 8 < €/2 such 
that 8 satisfying the definition 3.2 with respect to E;/2. Take 
° < 8' < 0 such that for every c1-flow n on M 
II n' -~. II < 0 => d(nt'~t) < 0 for t € [0,2]. Now let 
k k ({x.} , {t.} ) be a pair of sequences with 1 ~ t1.. ~ 2 all ° ~ i ~ k, 1. 0 1. 0 
where x. € Mall ° ~ i ~ k. Later on we are going to fix the 1. 
value of A, but now choose a sequence of distinct points {x!}k 1. 0 
in M with the property 
This can easily be done and without loss of generality we are 
assuming here that all t., ° ~ i ~ k are positive (for negative 1. 
values the same interpretation can be carried on). So 
+ d(x i +1 ,xi+1) < A/3 + A/3 + A/3 = A, 
for ° S. i ~ k-1. 
Now take ° < A < 0', A is small enough such that one can take 
k-1 
a C1 curve y:[O, L til + M with the following properties: 
o 
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(a) Y is a closed curve in M. 
n-l 
y( E t.) = x n' 0 ~ n ~ k 
0 1. 
(b) 
( c) y has inclination < 0' at every point x in II ¢. II 
the image of y. 
Using lemma 4.2, there exists a C1 flow $ on M such that 
(a') y is an integral curve of $, 
(b l ) II ~ -¢·II < 0'. 
So we have 
(i) lPn- 1 
E t. 
o 1. 
x' 
o 
= x' n' 
From definition of topological stability, there exists h:M ~ M 
continuous such that 
d(h,I) < 8/2, h(orbit of lP) ~ (orbit of ¢). 
Take the point hx' , there is a continuous map a , :[O,t ] ~ R 
o Xo 0 
with ax~(O) = a such that 
~ax,(t)h x~ = h lP t 
o 
x' 
0' a ~ t ~ t . o 
a ,(0) = 0 such that 
xl 
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If we car~y on in the same manner, so for the point hx', there 
:l 
is a con~inuous map 0 ,:[O,t ] ~ R with 0 ,(0) = 0 suc~ that 
xn n xn 
n-1 n 
¢ n-1 x' = hlJi n-1 x' ~ t. ~ t ~ Et. 
ax' (t- ~ t. ) n t- ~ t. n' 1 1 0 0 
n 1 1 0 0 
n-1 n 
Since 1 ~ t 
n 
~ 2 for 0 ~ n S k-1 and if ~ ti ~ t ~ 
o 
~t~, then 
o 
... 
n-1 
o ~ t - : ti ~ 2 and 
o 
(*) d(¢ n-1 hx',¢ n-1 x') = 
ex' (t- E t.) n t- E t. n 
nIl
o 0 
d(hv n-1 Xl lJi n-1 Xl) + d(lJi 
E n' t- ~ t. n :- t. 
1 1 
0 0 
< ~/f) ~ .. + 0 < E; < E". 
d(hlJi n-1 x',¢ n-1 x') 
t- E t. n t- E t. n 
1 1 
o 0 
n-1 x' ¢ n-1 x' ) n' E t. n t- E t. t-1 1 
0 0 
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Therefore, 
(**) d(¢ n-1 n-1 <p n-1 hx',<p n-1 x') < E". 
JX'(t_ L t.)-(t- Lt.) t- L t. n t- L t. n 
n 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Since d(hx' ,x') < ~, therefore 
n n 
n-1 n 
d(¢ n-1 hx' <p n-1 x') < e: ' for L t. ~ t ~ ~t. , O~n~k. n' t- L t. n 1 o 1 
't- L t. 0 1 1 
0 0 
Using 'this, (**) and lemma 4.1, then 
n-1 n-1 n-l n 
Icx'('t- : t i ) - (t -
n 0 
r t.) I 
o 1 
< e:' for r t. ~ t ~ Et.,O ~ n ~ k-l. 
o 1 0 1 
From this it is clear that there exists a homeomorphism ~ on 
n 
[O,t
n
] with ~n(O) = 0, a (t ) = c ,(t) such that 
n n x n 
n 
n-1 n-l n-l n 
let (t - r t. ) - c (t- L ttl < e: for r t. ~ t ~ rt. , 0 ~ n n 1 x' 1 o 1. 0 n 0 0 
As we know 
l.Pn- 1 hx' = x' 0 ~ n ~ k, and 0 n' 
r ti 
0 
<p (t )hx~ = h1/J x' = hx' l' o ~ n ~ k-l, t n n+ ax, n n 
n 
so <Pa hx' = h1/J t x~ = hX~+l ' 0 ~ n ~ k-l. n(tn ) n n 
k-l 
Now define a: [0, E t. ] ~ R in the following way 
1 
0 
~ k-l. 
aCt) = a (t -
n 
n-1 
E t.) + 
o 1. 
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n-1 
2: ex. ( t .) for 
1. 1. 
o 
• 
n 
E t .. 
o 1. 
a is a ho~eomorphism onto its i~~ge (increasing) Pick 
n-l 
t € [0, r til and without loss 0: generality assume 
0 
n-1 n 
1: t. $ t $ Et .. 
0 1. 1. 0 
From the way ~e choose the points 
n-1 
because 0 $ t - r $ 2 we will have 
o 
x! and 
1. 
¢ n-1 x) 
t- E t. n 
1. 
d( n-1 n-1·. 1 = - hxl.~ n- x) ~~~(t- Et i )+ :Ea.(t.) o'~t_ E t. n 
= d( ¢ n-1 
a (t- E t.) 
n 1 
o 
= d(¢ n-1 h 
a (t- E t.) 
n 1 
o 
$ d( ¢ n-1 h 
a (t- E t.) 
n 0 1 
o 
001. 1. 1 
o 
~ h x' ~n-1 . 0' 
E a.(t.) 
0 11 
Xl 
n' 
¢ n-1 x) 
t- E t. n 
o 1 
¢. n-1 
? n-1 x) 
t- E t. n 
1. 
o 
x, 
n' (J (t-Xl 
n 
E :.) 
1 o 
h Xl) 
n 
+ d(¢ n-1 h x, , 
n 
¢ n-1 x:) + d(¢ n-1 x, ,¢ n-1 x) 
t- E t. ~ t- E t. n t- 2: t. n (J ,( t- E t.) 
X 1 
n 0 O 1 1 1 o 0 
< E /3 + E ,. + A / 3 < E. 
This means ({xn}~ , {tn}~) with ~ $ tn ~ 2, 0 ~ n $ k is E-traced 
by an orbit of ¢. Using the corollary of proposition 4.2 ¢ has 
P.O.T.P. and the proof is comple~e. 0 
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Some important questions can be answered here. 
Corollary 1. 
Assume ¢ is a C1 expansive flow on a compact manifold M 
without fixed points, ~ is a flow on M obtained from ¢ by 
changing velocity. Then ¢ is topologically stable if and only 
if W is topologically stable. 
Proof: FolloWS cli71cHS, from theorem 6,4. 
Also in the statement of the above corollary if ¢ and ~ 
are conjugate with preserved orientation then either both are 
topologically stable orneitneJL of them is. 
Corollary 2. 
Assume T is an expansive hooeomorphism on a compact manifold 
M and ¢f:Yf x R + Mf its suspension flow under a continuous map 
f:M + R > O. Then 
(a) ~ is topologically stable ==> T is topologically stable. 
(b) dim 11 ~ 2, T is topologically stable => ¢ .... is topologically 
stable. 
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Proof: 
(a) ¢f has no fixed point~ so if we assume ¢f is topologically 
stable, then theorem 6 implies that ¢f has P.D.T.P. Using 
theorem 3, T has also P.D.T.P. Since T is expansive ([25], 
theorem 4) will imply that T is topologically stable (see 
chapter 1, section 1.5). 
(b) Assume dim M ~ 2, T is topologically stable, then by 
([25], theorem 11), T has P.D.T.P. Using theorem 3, ¢f has 
P.D.T.P. Now if T is expansive so does ¢f ([2], theorem 6). 
By theorem 4 ¢ has P.D.T.P. 
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CHAPTER V 
5.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the connections between several 
concepts in dynamics for the important class of transformations 
called codimension one Anosov diffeomorphism [7]. Codimension 1 
toral automorphisms are examples of these. The assumption of 
codimension one is important to get our results. We say two 
toral automorphisms A,B are rationally dependent if there are 
two positive integers k,i such that Ak = B2. Work is carried 
in [4] - [10] and [13] for finding relations between the rational 
dependence of A,B and the set of normal points with respect to A 
and B. In this work we study the relations between commutativity 
of two hyperbolic toral automorphisms A,B and the normal pOints 
with respect to A,B and the stable (unstable) manifolds of A,B 
at the pOint 0 of the torus Tn and how these properties are 
related to each other. In this chapter we start with definitions 
and notation and some background around this field, and we define 
an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism whose matrix of integers has 
irreducible characteristic polynomial over the field of rational 
. 
numbers. An example of such an automorphism is a codimension 1 
hyperbolic toral automorphisms of Tn. Such an automorphism has 
no multiple eigenvalues (lemma 5.1) and also we show that two 1-
hyperbolic toral automorphisms of Tn commute if and only if they 
have a common eigenvector. Moreover, A,B have a common eigenvector 
if and only if all the eigenvectors are in common if and only if 
A,B commute. In section 5.5 we start with deftnition and background 
about uniform distribution modulo 1 (u.d.~od 1) and we prove that 
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the sequence (tXn), n = 1,2, ... of complex numbers with 
Ilx - X II ;:: K > 0 for m =! n is u.d. mod 1 for almost all 
m n 
complex t. From this we prove that if C is an expanding 
eigenvector of a hyperbolic automorphism A:Tn ~ Tn, then 
~R(tc) € N(A) (N(A) is the set of normal points and TIR natural 
projection from en onto Tn.). If W~ denotes the stable manifold 
of A:Tn ~ Tn at 0, then in theorem one, we proved that for two 
I-hyperbolic toral automorphisms A,B of Tn, N(A) = NCB) => w~ = 
Moreover, in the statement of theorem one if A,B are codimension 1, 
S S u u the N(A) = N(B) => WA = WB, WA = WB and AB = BA. Also in 
theorem 2 we prove for any two I-hyperbolic toral automorphisms 
of Tn, the following holds: 
(a) AB = BA ==> ~~(B) = N(B), 
(b) AN(B) = NCB) => AW~ = w~. 
Also in the statement of theorem 2 if A,B are codimension 1, 
then the following are equivalent 
(a) A,B commute. 
(b) The set of normal points with respect to B is invariant 
under A. 
(c) The set of normal pOints with respect to A is invariant 
under B. 
(d) The stable (unstable) manifold with respect to B is 
invariant under A. 
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Finally some applications are carried out and we sketch 
the idea of how one can define normal pOints with respect to 
codimension 1 Anosov diffeomorphism f on a compact connected 
COO manifold. Also in this chapter we show by using theorem 3 
that for any I-hyperbolic toral automorphism A of Tn we have 
N(A) 1 N(A-1 ). So for two ergodic automorphisms A,B of T2 to 
be rationally dependent we need not only a common eigenvector 
but also we need that w: = W: or w~ = w~ see proposition 5.1. 
5.2. Notation and Definitions. 
Let X be a compact metric space and S a continuous surjective 
map from X to itself and ~(X) the space of continuous functions 
on X into the space of complex numbers. A point x € X is said 
to be quasi-regular point for the map S if 
f*(x) = lim 
N~ 
1 
N 
N-1 . 
E f(SJ(x» 
j=O 
exists for all f belonging to ~(X). Let Q(S) denote the set of 
quasi-regular points for the map Sand M($) the space of normalized 
S-invariant Borel measures on X, together with the weak topology 
of measures on X[4]. The point x is said to be a generic point 
for the measure V if the map f + f*(x) on ~(X) defines the 
measure ~ in M(s) (see [9]). 
If, in particular, we have a group G, an endomorphism A;G + G 
and m, the Haar measure which is invariant under A, then x is 
said to be a normal point with respect to A,(x € N(A» if x is 
a generic point for m (see [3]). 
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n n n Let T = R /Z denote the n-dimensional torus or 
Tn = S1 x S" x ••• x S"·, (n times) where Rn is n-space of real 
numbers and Zn is the subgroup of Rn consisting of points 
with integer coordinates and SI is the I-dimensional circle. 
So Tn is the set of n-tuples of reals mod. 1. Tn is a compact 
abelian group with respect to addition mod. 1, and here the 
llaar measure is just the Lebesgue measure. 
If [A] = (a .. ) is an element of GL(m;Z), or in other words lJ 
an m x m-matrix with integer entries and determinant ±1, then 
[A] is a linear automorphism of Rm sending Zm onto Zm. So this 
m 
means that [A] defines an automorphism A on T and conversely 
any automorphism of Tm induces such an m x m-matrix. 
Now let A be an automorphism of Tn. Then A is ergodic if 
and only if A has no eigenvalues which are roots of unity (see 
[4] , [13]). Now, as we know some or probably all of the eigen-
values are complex numbers, so here we can consider the toral 
automorphism A as a linear automorphism A of ~m in the following 
way: 
where [A] is the n x n-matrix of A and R, I are the real and 
imaginary parts of a complex number. Alternatively, a better 
impression may be given by this commutative diagram, 
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Itn A > (:n 
IR IR 
"n [A] 
" ,R > Rn 
IT I I IT \In A vn T > T 
where R is a function defined on n-tuples by 
n n n 
and IT is the natural projection from R onto R jZ . 
An element c in ~n is called an eigenvector of the toral 
automorphism A if there is a complex number A such that A(c) = Ac. 
A linear automorphism v of a finite dimensional vector space 
E over the field of complex number (or real numbers) will be 
called hyperbolic if its eigenvalues Ao satisfy lAo I r 1 for all 
1 1 
i (see [12]), the eigenvector c of v is called expanding if the 
corresponding eigenvalue is greater than one in absolute value, 
and contracting if less than one in absolute value. 
Hence for a hyperbolic map v:E ~ E we have a canonical 
invariant ( under v) splitting of E, E = ES E!) E u ( direct sum) 
where E s is the eigenspace generated by the contracting eigenspace 
of v and EU the eigenspace generated by the expanding eigenspace 
s d U dO of v. Thus v, restricted to E is contracting an to E expan lng. 
In fact the hyperbolic elements of the general linear group GL(E) 
are open and dense. 
, 
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5.3. Anosov Diffeomorphisms and Stable (Unstable) Manifolds. 
Let X be a space and E a Riemannian vector bundle over X 
such that each fibre E is equipped with an inner product <, > 
x x 
in a continuous manner. This allows one to speak of the norm 
II vii of a vector v € E . x A bundle map between vector space 
bundles is a fibre preserving map ~:E ~ E of a Riemannian vector 
space bundle into itself and also is called contracting if there 
+ 
exists c > 0, 0 < A < 1 such that for all v € E, and m € Z 
and called expanding if there exists d > 0, ~ > 1 such that for 
all v € E, and m € Z+ 
(see [12]). 
The following are known facts. [12]. 
(a) If X is compact, then the property of contracting or exapnding 
for ~:E ~ E, (E is a Riemannian vector space bundle over X) is 
independent of the choice of Riemannian metric. 
(b) The inverse of a contracting bundle automorphism is an 
expanding bundle automorphism and vice-versa. 
Let M be a manifold with a diffeomorphism f:M ~ 11, also 
let d be a metric on M and P € M be a hyperbolic fixed (i.e. TpM 
has a continuous splitting T M = ES + EU invariant under the p 
derivative Df such that Df is contracting on ES and expanding on 
EU.) pOint of f. Then define 
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W~(P) and W~(P) are called stable and unstable manifolds at P 
respectively. If M = G, a Lie group, then W~, W~ will denote 
the stable, unstable manifold at the zero element of G. Now 
for f:M ~ M with T M = VS + VU (i.e., f is an Anosov diffeomorphism p 
[1]) there exists a contraction g:w~(P) ~ W~(P) with fixed point 
Po and an injective equivariant immersion J:W~(P) ~ M such that 
J(Po ) = P and DJ(Po):Tp (W~(P» 
o 
Definition. 
~ T M is an isomorphism onto VS • p 
A toral automorphism A:Tn ~ Tn will be called I-hyperbolic 
if 
(a) A:[n ~ [n is hyperbolic (i.e., none of the eigenvalues 
of A have unit absolute value.) 
(b) The matrix of A, [A] has irreducible characteristic 
polynomial over the field of rational numbers. 
It is clear that this automorphism A is an Anosov diffeo-
morphism and so is ergodic. We say that A is of "codimension 
one" if its stable or unstable manifold has dimension one. To 
know more about the stable and unstable manifold we need to prove 
the following: 
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Lemma 5.1. 
Let K[x] be the polynomial domain over a field K (i.e., 
coefficients of the polynomial are elements of K [16]). Then 
an irreducible polynomial f(x) € K[x] such that f'(x) f 0 has 
all its roots of multiplicity one. (where K is a field of 
rational numbers and f'(x) the derivative of f(x». 
Proof: The divisions of f(x) are the units of K[x] together 
with those elements of K[x] of the form af(x), a is a unit of 
K[x]. Since the units of K[x] are k\O, it follows that the 
common divisors of f(x) and g(x) are units for every other 
polynomial g(x) € K[x] in which the degree of g(x) is less than 
t~cU~-­
the degree of f(x). Since K[x] is a~principle ideal domain'it 
follows that there exists a(x), b(x) in K[x] such that 
a(x)f(x) + b(x)g(x) = 1. 
This implies that every root of f(x) is not a root of g(x) because 
if u is a root of f(x) and g(x), then we have 
o = a(u)f(u) + b(u)g(u) = 1 
which is a contradiction. Now to show all roots of f(x) are of 
multiplicity one, suppose 
m f(x) = (x-~) h(x) 
where u is a root of f(x) and h(x) € K[x]. Therefore 
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m-1 m flex) = m(x-u) hex) + (x-u) h'(x), 
now if m > 1, we have f'(u) = 0 and this is again a contradiction 
because f'(u) should be not zero. Therefore m = 1. 0 
So from the above lemma any toral I-hyperbolic automorphism 
of Tn has n-distinct eigenvalues Ai; i = 1,2, ... ,n corresponding 
to n-distinct eigenvectors C., i = 1,2, ... ,n which generated ~n 
1 
and they are the only eigenvectors for such an automorphism. So 
if A is an I-hyperbolic automorphism of Tn and c1 ,c2 , ... ,ck are 
the contracting eigenvectors and ck +1 , ck +2 , ... ,cn are the 
expanding eigenvectors, then the stable and unstable manifold 
at 0 of A are 
and 
i.e., there is a continuous splitting of ~n = ES ffl EU such that 
each of ES and EU are invariant under A and WS = nR(Es ) and A 
WU = nR(Eu ). So when we say A is of codimension one this means A 
A has only one contracting eigenvector or only one expanding 
eigenvector. 
Remark 5.1. 
It is a fact that if A is a hyperbolic toral automorphism 
s n} 
of Tn and A is of codimension one, then A is an I-hyperbolic 
automorphism. For, suppose it is not true (i.e., the matrix of A, 
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[A] has a reducible characteristic polynomial) say the characteristic 
polynomial of [A] is equal to 
(xs s-l t t-1 f(x).g(x) = + a1x + ... +as)(x + b1x + 
where as and at are integers and s + t = n. Since A is of 
codimension one and if we assume the dimension of W~ to be one, 
then either lasl < 1 or Ibtl < 1. Contradicting the fact that 
as and at are non zero integers. In the case when dimension 
u -1 
of WA is (n-1), use the same idea as above for A . Therefore 
[A] has irreducible characteristic polynomial, this means A is 
an I-hyperbolic automorphism. 
Lemma 5.2. 
. n Let A and B be two I-hyperbolic toral automorph1sms of T . 
Then A and B commute (AB = BA) if and only if A and B have the 
same eigenvectors. 
Proof: Assume AB = BA. In order to show that A and S also 
commute, let h = AB - BA be a continuous function on a:n such that 
h (x) e. or,pn x or,pn f . t "l",n rvJn . d t ~ ~ ~ or every p01n x € ~ where ~ 1S an n-pro uc 
of the set of integers. Since a:n is connected and h(O) = 0, the 
image of a:n under h should be zero (i.e., h is a zero map). This 
means XB = BX. If c is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue X, 
then AB(c) = BX(c) = XB(c). This means that B(c) is also an 
eigenvector of X with same eigenvalue A. Lemma 5.1 implies 
that B(e) = te, where t € ~. 
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ConverseZy. Assume A and B have the same eigenvectors 
c1 ,c2 , •.. ,cn with corresponding eigenvalues A1 ,A2 , ... ,A n and 
~1'~2' .. ·'~n with respect to A and B respectively. Then 
AB(ci ) = ~iAici = BA(Ci ) for 1 $ i $ n and since these eigen-
vectors generated ~n, AS = EA on ~n and this means AB = BA. 
Lemma 5.3. 
n Let A be an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism of T. Then 
the subgroup G generated by any eigenvector of A (G=TIR{tc;t € ~}, 
c is an eigenvector of A) is dense in Tn. 
-Proof: Let G be the closure of G. Since G is closed and connected 
subgroup of Tn. G is also a torus say G = Tk , G is also' invariant 
under A, therefore the restriction map A/G: ~ -+ Tk has c as an 
eigenvector of A/G with eigenvalue A. So A is a root of a 
polynomial of degree k but [A] has an irreducible characteristic 
polynomial of degree n with A as a root. As a result k = n, 
implies G = Tn. 0 
From these two above lemmas 5.2, 5.3, one can say that for 
any two I-hyperbolic toral automorphisms A, B of Tn either all 
the eigenvectors of A and B are in common or no common eigenvector 
occurs. Also A and B commute if and only if there 1s one common 
eigenvector. 
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5.4. Measures and Weak Topology 
Given a metric space X, a homeomorphism s:X ~ X and a 
positive integer N, consider x a point in X and let ~N denote 
,x 
the measure given by 
N-1 . 
L f(SJ x ), 
j=O 
for f € ~(X). Let VS(x) denote the set of accumulation pOints 
of ~N in the weak topology for measures. It is easy to see 
,x 
that Vs(x) is a non-empty closed and connected subset of M(8). 
(M(8) space of all measures). It can be said that VS(x) reduces 
to a pOint if and only if x is a quasi-regular point (see [ll]). 
Lemma 5.40 Let y € X satisfy lim d(sjx,sjy) = 0 for some metric 
j-+eo 
d on X. Then VS(x) = VS(y). 
Proof: (see [11]). 
Lemma 5.5. 
Let A be an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism of Tn and 
n s 
assume y is a point in a:: such that TIR(y) € WA, then for every 
n A A point x € ~ if w = ty + x, t € ~, then V (TIR(w» = V (TIR(x». 
Proof: Let cl ,c2 , .•. ,ck be the contracting eigenvectors of A 
with corresponding eigenvalues ll,l2"'. ,lk' Since TIR(y) € w~, 
we have y = rlc l + r 2c2 + ••• + rkck where r i € ~ and 1 sis k. 
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Hence 
where b 1 ,b2 , ••. ,bk are elements depending on the choice of 
c1 ,c2 ' ••. ,ck and the metric d on ~n. IAi l < 1 for all i = 1,2, .•. ,k 
implies that lim d(AnTIR(w),AnTIR(X)) = O. Using lemma 5.4 we have 
n -+<Xl 
From the above lemma it follows that if x is a normal paint 
with respect to an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism A:Tn + Tn and 
y E w~, then TIR(ty + x) is a normal point of A where x, y E ~n 
-1 -1 
of the fibres (TIR) (x), (TIR) (y) respectively. From now on we 
use x as a standard notation for a pOint in the fibre of x. 
5.5. Uniform Distribution Modulo 1. 
For a real number x, let [x] denote the integral part of x. 
(i.e., the greatest integer $ x). Let {x} = x-Ex] be the fractional 
part of x, or the residue of x modulo 1. 
Let w = (x ), n = 1,2,3, ••. be a given sequence of real n 
numbers. For a positive integer N and a subset E of I = [0,1], 
Let A(E;N;w) be defined as a number of terms 
which {x } E E. 
n 
x , 
n 
1 $ n $ N, for 
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Definition. 
The sequence w = (x ), n = 1,2, ..• of real numbers is 
n 
said to be uniformly distributed modulo 1 (u. d. mod.1) if for 
every pair a,b of real numbers with 0 s a < b s 1 we have 
lim (A[azb] iN;w) b-a. = N-+oo N 
The notion of uniform distribution is due to H. Weyl [15] . 
Also see [7] . Koksma [6] has shown an important theorem 
called "Koksma's General Metric Theorem". 
Theorem. 
Let (U (x», n = 1,2, ... be a sequence of real numbers 
n 
defined for every x in an interval [a,b] and for every n ~ 1, 
let Un(x) be continuously differentiable on [a,b] and suppose 
that for any two positive integers m,n (m f n), the function 
U'(x) - U'(x) is monotone with respect to x and that 
m n 
IU'(x) - U'(x)1 ~ K > 0, where K does not depend on x,m, and 
m n 
n. Then the sequence (Un(x», n = 1,2, ... is u.d. mod 1 for 
almost all x in [a,b]. 
Proof: Koksma [6]. 
Corollary 
If (A ), n = 1,2, .•• is a sequence of real numbers with 
n 
IA -A I ~ c > 0 for min and c a positive constant, then the 
m n 
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sequence (X x) is u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers x. 
n 
Uniform distribution modulo 1 in RS (i.e., the multi-
dimensional case) was first considered by Weyl [15] , [7]. 
Let a = (a1 ,a2 , ... ,as) and b = (b 1 ,b 2 , ... ,bs ) be two vectors 
of RS • If a. < b. (a. s b.)forj=1,2, •.. ,s, the set of points 
J J J J 
X € RS such that a. S x. < b. will be denoted by [a,b). The 
J J J 
s-dimensional unit cube IS is the interval [ID, IT ), where 
ID = (0,0, ... ,0) and IT = (1,1, .•. ,1). The integral part of 
X = (x1 ,x2 , .•. ,xs ) is [X] = ([xl], [x2 ], .•. ,[x s]) and the 
fractional part of X is {X} = ({xl}' {x2}, ... ,{xs })' Let 
(X ) 1 2 b f t . RS , n = , , ... , e a sequence 0 vec ors 1n • 
n 
For a subset 
A(E;N) denote the number of points {X }, 1 ~ n ~ N 
n 
that lie in E. Then the sequence (X
n
), n = 1,2, ... , is said to 
be u.d. mod 1 in RS if 
lim 
N-+-c:o 
A([a,b)jN) 
N = 
s 
IT 
j=l 
for all intervals [a,b) ~ IS. 
(b.-a.) 
J J 
In the case when (X = a + iSn), n = 1,2, ... is a sequence 
n n 
of complex numbers, we say (X
n
) n = 1,2, .•. is u.d. mod 1 if 
(a ,S ), n = 1,2, ... is u.d. mod 1 in R2. 
n n 
Lemma 5.6. 
Let K be a positive constant and let (X ), n = 1,2, .•. , 
n 
be a sequence of complex numbers wi th II Xm - Xn II ~ K for m 1 n. 
Then the sequence (tX ), n = 1,2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 for almost 
n 
all complex number t. 
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Proof: The proof of this lemma depends on the following two 
results: 
(a) (Cf.[7] theorem 6.3) A sequence (X
n
), n = 1,2, ... , is 
u.d. mod 1 in RS if and only if for every lattice point h € zn, 
h 1 ID, the sequence of real numbers «h,X », n = 1,2, ... , is 
n 
u.d. mod 1, where <,> is the inner product. 
(b) (see [2]) If (an + Sn)' n = 1,2, ..• , is a sequence of real 
numbers with (a _a)2 + (6 - 6)2 ~ K > 0 where K is a positive 
m n m n 
constant, then ra + s6 is u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers 
n n 
rand s. 
Now to prove the lemma, let X = a + is and t = r + is. 
n n n 
Let h 2 = (M,N) € Z , h 1 ID so we have 
M(ra -s6 )+N(r6 +sa ) = r(Ma +N6 )+s(-M6 +Na ). 
n n n n n n n n 
To show such a sequence is u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers 
rand stake 
(Ma +NB -Ma -NB )2 + (-MS + Na + Me _ Na )2 
m m n n m m n n 
= 
= 
= 
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Hence (tX ), n = 1,2, ..• is u.d. mod 1 for almost all complex 
n 
number t. 0 
Corollary. 
If A is a complex number and II All> 1, then (tAn), n = 1,2, ... , 
is u.d. mod 1 for almost all complex numbers t. 
If A is a real number and \A\ > 1, then it is clear that 
n (tA ), n = 1,2, •.. , is also u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers 
t. (Using corollary of Koksma's General Metric Theorem). 
5.6. Normal Points 
From lemma 5.5 we know that if c is a contracting eigen-
n 
vector of a hyperbolic toral automorphism A of T , then nR(tc) 
cannot be a normal pOint with respect to A for every t € ~, in 
A A fact V (nR(tc» = V (0). (i.e., nR(tc» is a generic point for 
n the atomic measure ~ , ~ (y) = 1 for every character y on T .) 
o 0 
Lemma 5.7. 
n Let A be any hyperbolic toral automorphism of T and assume 
c is an expanding eigenvector of A. Then nR(tc) € N(A) for 
almost every complex number t. Where N(A) is the set of normal 
points with respect to A. (i.e., generic points to the Haar 
measure. ) 
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Proof: The proof of this lemma depends on two facts given by 
the Weyl Criterion [15]. 
(a) A sequence (X ), n = 0,1,2, .. ~, of real numbers is u.d. 
n 
mod 1 in R if and only if 
lim 
N-+oo 
1 
N 
N-1 
L 
n=O 
for every non zero integer k. 
(b) If (X ), n = 1,2, .•. , 
n 
s is u.d. mod.1 in R , then all 
s-coordinate sequences are u.d. mod.1 in R. 
Now to prove the lemma, let A be the corresponding eigen-
value of c. Since II A II > 1. Using the corollary of lemma 5.6, 
we know (tA j ), j = 0,1,2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 for almost all 
complex numbers t. Using a,b above, 
lim 
N-+oo 
1 
N 
N-1 
L 
j=O 
27TiR(tA j ) 
e = o 
where R(tA j ) is the real part of tA j . Now let A be a set of all 
non-zero lattice points h € Zn of integers and for every such 
lattice point h 1 0 define Ah to be a set of complex numbers t 
such that each of which satisfies the property 
lim 
N-+oo 
1 N-l 27TiR(tX j <h,c» 
- L e = 0 
N . 0 J= 
where <h,c> means the inner product and R(tAj<h,c» the real part 
of tAj<h,c>. A is a countable set, so the union of all complements 
of Ah , h € A has zero measure. Let A be the intersection of ~ll 
Ah , h € A. Then A has zero measure and 
lim 1 
N 
N-1 
~ j=O 
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for every t € A and for every h € A, h f O. Let Y f 1 be any 
character of Tn (see [13]). It is easy to check that the 
following diagram 
-
«::n __ ---'-Y __ >«:: 
URi 1 uR 
Tn __ ---'-Y __ >T 
commutes, where yex) = <h,x>. h € A, h f 0 and h depends on the 
choice of y. Therefore we have 
= 
= 
lim 
N-+co 
lim 
N-+co 
lim 
N-+co 
1 
N 
1 
N 
N-1 ~ yAjC~RCtc» = lim 
j=O N+co 
N-1 ~ y~RCtAjC) = 
j=O 
lim 
N-+co 
1 
N 
1 
N 
N-1 ~ Y~R(AjCtC» 
j=O 
N-1 
~ 
j=O 
for all t € A, since Tn is a compact abelian group with a Haar 
measure m and mCA) = 1. r-e tonOws that '!TR( tc) is a normal point 
with respect to A for almost all complex numbers t. 0 
From the above lemma is clear that if c is an expanding 
eigenvector of an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism, then the 
subgroup G = '!TR{tc; t € «::} of Tn has almost all its elements 
as normal points with respect to A. 
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Corollary . 
. 
If A and B are I-hyperbolic toral automorphisms of Tn 
with AB s s s s = BA and WA =f WB, then N(A) =f N(B), where WA, WB are 
the stable manifolds of A and B at zero. 
Proof: Since AB = BA, all the eigenvectors of A are also eigen-
vectors of B and vice versa. s s . But WA =f WB, there is a contract1ng 
eigenvector c with respect to A which is expanding with respect 
to B. Using the above lemma there is a complex number t such 
that ~R(tc) € ~(B), but c is contracting with respect to A. 
This means for every complex number t we have VA(~R(tC» = VA(O), 
implying X(A) =f N(B). 0 
Lemma 5.8. 
Let A, B be codimension 1 hyperbolic toral automorphisms of 
Tn and asstune AB =I BA. Then W~ =I w~. 
Proof: Assume w~ = W~ and assume both W~, w~ have dimension one 
(dim w~ = dim w~ = 1), we therefore have a common eigenvector 
c of A and B. Lemma 5.2 implies that AB = BA. Now, for the 
case dim w: = dim w: = n-l, the plane P c ~n of dimension (n-1) 
such that rrR(P) = W: is invariant under A and B. Hence one can 
n 
choose an orthogonal vector v € ~ to P. (i.e., <v,x> = 0 for 
every x e P, where <,> is the inner product) so we have 
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<v,A(x» = 0 for all x € P and also <v,B(x» = 0 for all x E P. 
Now let At and Bt be the transpose of A and B respectively, 
therefore 
for every x E P. Since dim P = n-1, we have v is an eigenvector 
of At and Bt . Therefore AtB t = BtAt implies that (BA)t = (AB)t 
and so we have AB = BA and this contradicts the hypothesis that 
AB =f BA. 0 
Theorem 1. 
Let A, B be two I-hyperbolic toral automorphisms of Tn. 
Then N(A) = N(B) implies W~ = 
Proof: s s Assume WA =f WB, we have two possible cases. Firstly 
when A, B commute, by the corollary of lemma 5.7. we have 
N(A) =f ~(B) which contradicts the hypothesis. Secondly, let 
w be a vector in ~n such that nR(w) E w~ and nR(w) ¢ W~ and 
let c1 ,c2 , •.. ,ck be the contracting eigenvectors with respect 
n to A and P be the subspace of ~ generated by the set 
2 {c1 ,c2 , ... ,ck ,w,A(w), A (w), •••• L Then P is invariant under 
A and of dimension greater than k. Thus there exists an expanding 
eigenvector of A such that c € P and c =f c., j = 1,2, ..• ,k. 
J 
c can be written as a linear combination in the following way 
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where r. ,to € ~, 1 ~ i ~ k, 1 ~ j ~ m. Using lemma 5.7, there 
1. J 
exists a complex number such that nR(tc) € N(A). Now if we 
assume ~(A) = ~(B) implies nR(tt1w + tt 2A(w) + ••. + ttmAm- 1 (w»€ N(A) 
because c1 ,c2 , ... ,ck are the contracting eigenvectors of A. But 
N(A) = N(B) and w is a contracting eigenvector of B, so 
From now on and without loss of generality we will write the 
above as follows: 
so • •• + tt Am- 1 (w» € N(A) = N(B) 
m 
w is a contracting eigenvector of B, so 
If we continue in the same manner, we will have tt w € N(B) and 
m 
this is a contradiction because w € w:. 0 
Corollary. 
If A and Bare codimension 1 hyperbolic toral automorphisms 
of T~ then N(A) = N(B) inplies that w: u WB' and AB = BA. 
Proof: Obvious from the above theorem and lemma 5.8. 
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Theorem 2. 
For any two I-hyperbolic toral automorphims A,B of Tn 
the following holds, 
(a) AB = BA implies AN(B) = N(B) (normal pOints of B is 
invariant under A). 
(b) AN(B) = NCB) implies AW: = W: (the stable manifold of 
B at zero is invariant under A). 
Proof: Let x € N(B) and Y ~ 1 be any character. Then 
1 N-1 
= - L YABj(x) ~ 0 as N ~ 00 , 
N j=O 
therefore A(x) € N(B). s s To prove (b) assume AWB l' WB and assume 
c1 ,c2 , ... ,ck are the contracting eigenvectors of B. It is 
s 
clear that there exists j, 1 ~ j ~ k such that A(C j ) ¢ WB" 
n H be the subgroup of T generated by the set {c1 ,c2 ' ... ,ck ' 
Let 
2 A(c.), BA(c.), B A(c.), ••• }, hence dim H > K and H is invariant 
J J J 
under B. So there exists an expanding eigenvector c of B such 
that 
Using lemma 5.7, there is a complex number t such that 
tc E N(B), but c1 ,c2 , ••. ,ck are the contracting eigenvectors, 
therefore 
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) m-2 tr1A(e.)+tr2BA(e. + .•. + tr B A(e.) € NCB). J J m J 
But A-1NCB) = N(B), consequently 
• •• + 
cj € W: implies again 
Again ANCB) = N(B), so 
tr BACc ) + + tr Bm- 2A(C.) ~ N(B) 2 j . . . m J ~ 
and hence 
-1 m-3 
+ tr A B ACe.) € NCB). 
m J 
Now if we repeat this in the same manner as above we will have 
tr c. € NCB) and this is a contradiction. Hence 
m J 
AW~ = W~. 0 
Corollary. 
If A,B are two codimension 1 toral hyperbolic automorphisms 
of Tn, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A and B commute. 
(b) The set of normal points with respect to B is 
invariant under A. 
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(c) The set of normal points with respect to A is 
invariant under B. 
(d) The stable manifold at zero with respect to B is 
invariant under A (Le., AWs = Ws ) B B 
(e) The unstable manifold at zero with respect to B 
is invariant under A. (i.e., AW: 
Proof: If AB = BA using the theorem above we have ANCB) = NCB). 
Conversely, assume AN(B) = NCB). From (b) of the above theorem 
implies AW~ s In the case of codimension 1 if dim w~ 1 = WB' = 
and c is the only eigenvector of w~ implies that c is an 
eigenvector for A. So it follows that AB = BA. Now for the 
s s 
other case (Le., dim WB = n-1), we have WB is (n-1)-plane in 
~n which is invariant under A and B. Using a similar idea as 
lemma 5.8 we will have AB = BA, this proves a <=> b, the rest 
follows easily. 
5.7. Applications 
Let f:M 4 M be a codimension 1 Anosov diffeomorphism on 
00 
a compact connected C manifold without boundary. 
Theorem (Cf. [5] Franks) 
Every codimension 1 Anosov diffeomorphism f:M + M with 
NW(f) = M is topologically conjugate to a hyperbolic toral 
automorphism,.NW(f) denotes the set of non-wandering points of f 
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which defined by NW(f) = {x € M: for any neighbourhood U of x 
, 
there is a positive integer n such that fnU n U r ~}. 
Theorem. (Cf [8], Newhouse, theorem 1.2) 
Let f:M ~ M be any codimension 1 Anosov diffeomorphism. 
Then NW(f) = M. 
From these two above theorems every Anosov diffeomorphism 
of codimension 1 is conjugate to a hyperbolic toral automorphism 
A. (i.e., there is a homeomorphism ~:M ~ Tn such that the 
following diagram 
is commutative.) 
Now we can show that the notion of normal point with respect 
to a codimension 1 Anosov diffeomorphism of M can be given as 
follows. 
Definition. 
A point x € M is said to be normal point with respect to 
f if ~(x) is a normal point with respect to A. (see the above 
diagram. ) 
In order to show this definition is independent of the 
choice of ¢, Tn we need the following: 
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Theorem. (Cf. [14] P. Walters, corollary 2 of theorem 2) 
n Let A,B be two automorphisms of T. There exists a non-
n 
affine homeomorphism g of T such that gA = Bg if and only if 
the automorphisms A, B are not ergodic. 
Assume we have another automorphism B:Tm + Tm which also 
makes the diagram 
f· M ---->M 
I~ Iw 
Tm B >Tm 
commute. Now assume <p(x) E N(A). Using the above theorem 
-1 , -1 
we have w<p is an affine transformation (l.e., ~<p = b.C) 
b A d B d ' t h' S' B,r,~-l -_ ,r,~-lA, ecause an are ergo lC au omorp lsm. lnce ~~ ~~ 
therefore BjW = W<P-1Aj<p. Now for a character y, take 
N-1 
.!. L YBjW(x) 
N , 0 J= 
1 N-1 ' 
= - L y(b.C)AJ<p(x) 
N j=O 
This means W(x) E N(B). So the above definition is well defined. 
n (i.e., independent - of the choice of <p, T ). 
This definition induces a measure on M with maximal entropy. 
In order to shaw more application we need the following: 
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Lemma. (Cf. [10]) Let A be an I-hyperbolic toral automorphism 
of Tn and Y a non-empty closed connected subset of M(A). Then 
there exists x € Tn such that yA(x) = y. 
Proof: Any I-hyperbolic automorphism is an Anosov diffeomorphism 
and has therefore the specification property. So the lemma 
follows from theorem 4 in [10]. 
Theorem 3. 
If A is any I-hyperbolic toral automorphism of Tn and V1 ' V2 
are two non-empty closed and connected subsets of MeA), then 
A A-1 
there exists a pOint x € Tn such that V (x) = V1 and V (x) = V2 . 
Proof: Let c1 ,c2 , .•• ,ck be the contracting eigenvectors of A and 
ck+1 ' ck +2 , •.. ,cn be the expanding eigenvectors of A. Using 
the above lemma there exists a point a € Tn and a point b € Tn 
-1 
such that yA(a) = Vi and VA (b) = V2. Since c1 ,c2 , .•. ,cn are 
linearly independent vectors, so the following two planes 
• •• + r c n n 
+ b 
(where nR(a) = a and nR(b) = b) should intersect at least in one 
point say X. There exist sl,s2' .. "sn are complex numbers such 
that x = Sl c1 + s2 c2 + •.. + skck + a and x = sk+1ck+1+sk+2ck+2 + 
'" + sncn + h. Since c1 ,c2 , ••• ,ck are the contracting eigenvectors 
of A and let x = nR(x). Lemma 5.5 implies VA(x) = VA(nR(a)) = V1 ' 
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Since ck+l ' ck+2 , ••• ,cn are contracting eigenvectors of A-
1
, then 
-1 A-l 
similarly VA (x) = V (~R(a» = V2 . 0 
Corollary. 
n If A is I-hyperbolic toral automorphism of T , then there 
are uncountably many x € T2 which are normal with respect to A, 
-1 but not with respect to A . 
Proof: One easily sees that M(A- 1 ) is an infinite dimensional 
convex body. There exists uncountably many closed connected 
subset of M(A-1 ) with more than one element. And the rest 
follows from the above theorem. 0 
Definition. 
~vo endomorphisms A, B of a group G are said to be rationally 
dependent if there exist positive (negative) integers k, 1 such 
that Ak = B1. (see [3]) 
Theorem. (Cf. [3], Cigler) 
If two ergodic endomorphisms A, B are rationally dependent, 
then every x E G which is normal with respect to A is also normal 
with respect to B. (i.e., N(A) = N(B». 
In [11] lemma 4. Sigmund stated that "if two ergodic 
automorphisms A,B of T2 have a common eigenvector, they are 
rationally dependent". 
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Now as we have shown in the corollary of theorem 3 we can 
have N(A) i N(B) while A,B have a common eigenvector (ex. A = B-1 ), 
so lemma 4 in [11] should be stated in this way. If two ergodic 
automorphism A, B of T2 have a common contracting eigenvector 
(common expanding eigenvector), they are rationally dependent. 
Or one can state the following: 
Proposition 5.1. 
2 If two ergodic toral automorphism A, B of T commute and 
w~ = W~(W~ = W~), then they are rationally dependent. 
Proof: Is similar to lemma 4 in [11]. Using the additional 
condi tion that WAs = WS (Wu = WU ), one can easily show that the B A B 
two integers K, i i 0 in which A2k = B2i are either both positive 
or both negative. 0 
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